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C H A P T E R 1 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In many studies concerning the physiology and pathology of the periph-
eral circulatory system attention has been given to the measurement of the 
blood flow. For this purpose several methods have been developed. Infor-
mation about the blood flow has been obtained from various tissue a reas 
under various system conditions. 
In our laboratory research concerning the reliability and the clinical 
applicability of methods for measuring blood flow in the extremities of man 
has been carried out during several years . A comparative study of various 
methods was made by Horeman (Horeman, 1958; B u r g e r e t a l . , 1959). After-
wards much effort was given to the improvement of the promising technique 
of venous occlusion plethysmography by means of mercury-in-rubber s t ra in-
gauges (Brakkee and Vendrik, 1966). Satisfying results especially en-
couraging clinical experiences were obtained with this method which enables 
a quantitative determination of the total limb blood flow. However, not only 
the measurement of the total blood flow rate but also a further differentia-
tion between skin blood flow and muscle blood flow appeared to be of great 
importance. For that purpose the possibilities of a local flow measurement 
based upon the heated thermocouple principle were investigated. Working 
with a surface element designed for the measurement of local skin blood 
flow, positive clinical experiences could be reported by van de Staak (van 
de Staak. 1966; van de Staak et al. , 1968). 
Attention given to the problem of blood flow measurement is under-
standable from the general idea that the blood supply plays a fundamental 
role in the nutrition of t issue. In the process of nutrition, however, not 
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only the blood flow rate is an essential factor but also the rate at which 
matter exchange takes place at the microcirculatory level. With respect to 
that fundamental process of exchange between blood and tissue, the available 
information is ra ther scarce as compared to the blood flow data. The nutr i-
tive function of the circulation is enabled by the capillary network. For that 
purpose both the large total surface area and the permeability of the vessel 
wall are the characterist ic features of this part of the vascular system. In 
the l i terature there is to be observed a growing effort to obtain quantitative 
data about both these character is t ics . 
In this connection it would be of similar importance to clarify the role 
played by the arteriovenous anastomoses. The arteriovenous anastomoses 
a re direct vascular communications between the ar ter ia l and the venous 
sides of the circulatory system distinguishable because of their morphology 
from the capil laries. Normally these s tructures appear to be present in the 
terminal vascular bed of various organs and tissues and their common char-
acteris t ic is a relatively thick vessel wall, which in all probability is a l -
most impermeable. Therefore, not only the exchange properties of the cap-
illary system but also the participation in the circulation of arteriovenous 
anastomoses could be decisive for the nutritive function of the blood supply. 
Reliable experimental data about that participation are very scarce . 
This might be understandable from the fundamental problem of studying the 
functional significance of structures which have to be identified preferably 
with histological techniques. 
The purpose of this investigation was to contribute, by means of 
in vivo studies, to the quantification of the role played by such non-capil-
lary vascular s t ructures . Therefore they had to be redefined in a function-
al way a s : 'vessels connecting the ar ter ia l and the venous system in which 
no matter exchange takes place' and a new name 'arteriovenous shunts' has 
been taken into use to emphasize that such functional s tructures are not 
identical with arteriovenous anastomoses. Although arteriovenous anastomoses 
will almost certainly be arteriovenous shunts too, the reverse will not nec-
essari ly be t rue. When experimental results point out the existence of non-
exchanging vessels , strictly speaking nothing is said about their mor-
phology. 
From a functional point of view it might be stated that partly, even 
capillaries belong to the shunt system in as far as the matter exchange 
during the passage time of the blood is incomplclc. In this study, however, 
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this variable capillary fraction has been excluded from the vascular system 
referred to as arteriovenous shunts. 
In vivo experiments were set up to study the transport through a vas -
cular bed of one or more labelled substances added to the blood supply. The 
dog was chosen as the experimental animal; the investigated vascular a reas 
were situated in the hindleg. One of the reasons for this choice was the 
satisfying experience of Waelen (1963) with this kind of hindleg preparation 
to study for several hours, separately from skin and muscle a r eas , the 
vascular reactions on infused vasoactive drugs. In that way an attractive per -
spective was opened to obtain information about arteriovenous shunts in two 
rather different vascular a r ea s , differing because of the presence of 
arteriovenous anastomoses which are generally considered to exist in the 
skin area but hardly ever seen in the muscle a rea . 
11 
C H A P T E R 2 
A R T E R I O - V E N O U S S H U N T V E S S E L S 
2 .1 MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS; ARTE RIO-VENOUS 
ANASTOMOSES. 
Since long vascular connections between the high pressure and the 
low pressure vascular system which are non-capillary in nature a re known 
to exist. By these communications the blood is transported from the a r t e -
rial into the venous system without passing a true capillary. Such vessels 
act as a shunt around the capillary system. An almost exhaustive survey of 
these vascular s t ructures at many different locations in man and in animals, 
under normal and pathological conditions is given in the monograph by 
M. Clara (1956) entitled: "Die arterio-venösen Anastomosen". With that 
name - hereafter abbreviated to ava - the author refers to a wide variety 
of different types of flow pathways. One finds venular-like branches arising 
from small a r t e r i e s , vessels with ar te r io lar properties which end directly 
in venules, but also single vessels o r ra ther complicated structures which 
have a thick, non-capillary wall, in which characterist ic epitheloid cells 
a re found. In order to get a more clear picture a subdivision into four dif-
ferent types has been worked out. This classification however, as the 
author points out, is only of limited significance as there a re many t rans i -
tions between the different basic s t ructures . 
The essential point is that all the characteris t ics of the ava 's are 
morphological in nature. This can be seen as the consequence of the kind 
of experimental information that has been used. Much of the work has been 
done with the aid of histological techniques In some special vascular a reas 
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direct observation of ava 's is possible by means of in vivo microscopy or 
angiography. With respect to the latter technique Clara warns against m i s -
interpretation of the picture and he urges the necessity of supplementary 
histological investigation. Indirect evidence concerning the existence of ava 's 
is obtained from the recovery in the venous blood of intra -ar te rially in-
jected microspheres of different sizes exceeding the internal diameter of 
normal capil laries. Here, Clara argues that the simple existence of fairly 
wide communications between ar te r ies and veins is not sufficient to draw a 
conclusion about the presence of ava 's , for the passage of the micro par t i -
cles through the terminal vasculature could take place through wide or 
stretched capil laries. This comment i l lustrates the fundamental idea that a 
non-capillary wall structure is an essential feature of the ava. Examples of 
another, more implicite, use of a morphological criterion in searching for 
ava 's can be found in those investigations in which conclusions are based 
upon relatively short transit t imes of the blood passing through a vascular 
bed or upon a relatively high venous oxygen saturation or high (pulsatile) 
venous pressure . The objection put forward against the conclusiveness of 
such data is essentially of the same kind as the crit icism upon the micro-
spheres injection technique. Looking over the whole diversity of experimen-
tal data the most general feature of the ava 's appears to be that their mor -
phology is different from the morphology of the capillaries at least with r e -
spect to their vessel wall structure (Illig, 1961). 
Regarding these microcirculatory s tructures the question a r i ses as to 
what degree such vessels contribute to the general circulation within a pa r -
ticular vascular bed and the related problem, whether they have a distinct 
function with a specific regulation apart from the capil laries. 
In contrast to the numerous anatomical and topographical details given 
by Clara, there is not much information found in his monograph, concern-
ing the significance and the role of the ava 's in the circulation. 
Only a few numerical values about the blood flow fraction through 
anastomoses are obtained in measurements using microspheres injection 
techniques. The reliability of such quantitative data, however, is ra ther 
limited. The resul ts are dependent not only on the size of the spheres but 
also on the density of their material (Bostroem and Schoedel, 1953a). As 
various types of microspheres are used difficulties ar ise with the compari-
son of the experimental resul ts . Furthermore there are inconceivable dif-
ferences between the resul ts of successive injections in corresponding (left-
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right) vascular a reas (Piiper and Schoedel, 1954). Another detrimental fact, 
leading to an overestimation, is put forward by Staubesand and Stoeckenius 
(1957), who were able to demonstrate the passage of 20 μ -microspheres 
through true capillaries with an internal diameter of only 10 μ. 
From the various experimental results those concerning the dog's 
hindlimb will be mentioned here. Bostroem et al . (1953, a and b), using 
40 μ and 30 μ spheres, found flow fractions through 'anastomoses' between 
0 and 30%. Kovach et a l . (1958) using another type of 40 μ spheres found 
only 5%. More recently shunt values between 0 and 60% - because of striking 
differences between the individual animals - have been found by Lopez-Majano 
et a l . (1969) with 20 μ and 40 μ spheres. Piiper and Schoedel (1954) work­
ing with 20 μ spheres reported recovery values of about 20% before and 
40% after nerve sectioning (with 40 u, spheres about 4% and 9%). In another 
experiment on the denervated hindlimb (Piiper, 1959) a recovery of 50% was 
found with 22 μ spheres. 
Further detailed information was obtained by Pi iper, who excluded an 
appreciable fraction of the skin vasculature from the hindleg circulation by 
ligation of the hind paws. With that procedure the flow fraction through ava's 
was reduced almost to zero. A similar experience was reported by Bostroem. 
Dieter (1954) working on the m. gastrocnemius found a recovery value of 
about 17%, 5% and 1% using spheres with a mean diameter of 19 μ, 32 μ 
and 40 μ respectively. In spite of the large uncertainties and the differ­
ences between the various results, the conclusion can be drawn that rela­
tively wide arteriovenous communications usually will be present in the skin 
area of the hindlimb. 
Regarding the physiology of the ava's in the peripheral circulation, a 
lot of information is gained by direct in vivo observation of such vessels in 
special vascular beds as for instance the (rabbits) e a r , the lips, the nailbed, 
other aerai regions of the extremities etc. With these methods it has been 
shown that the ava's in these skin areas play a role in the local and the 
general thermoregulation. 
In general a dilatation of ava's is observed with increasing tempera­
ture and a constriction with decreasing temperature. These reactions a re 
seen as promoting a better cooling or a better thermal isolation. Also be­
low certain temperatures a dilatation of the ava's has been observed which 
has been interpreted as a protection of the tissue against damage by cold. 
The fundamental difficulty, however, with all these direct observations in 
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studying the physiology of ava 's is an essential lack of quantitative infor-
mation. A true insight in the significance of the ava 's in these processes 
as for instance thermoregulation cannot be obtained only by viewing the r e -
actions of some individual vesse ls . The only available quantitative data, r e -
sulting from microspheres injection experiments, are too inaccurate. 
From a more recent study (Hammersen, 1968) it is evident that, as 
compared with the information given by Clara, no essentially new findings 
a re obtained with methods based, directly o r indirectly, upon morphological 
character is t ics of ava ' s . Probably the most important result in this connection 
is a negative one, originating from experiments carr ied out by Golenhofen 
and Mitsány (1962). In this work a rather weak argumentation of Schroeder 
(1959, 1961) for the existence of ava 's in the skeletal muscle, based upon 
the measurement of the 'integrated capillary p res su re ' , is disproved by the 
resul ts of the simultaneous measurement of the capillary pressure and the 
intramuscular blood flow. 
2.2 FUNCTIONAL DEFINITION; ARTERIOVENOUS SHUNTS. 
An important new development since the publication of Clara 's mono-
graph, which has been achieving an increasing attention is a fundamentally 
different approach to the vascular structures brought together under the 
name arteriovenous anastomoses. This new approach is evident from sev-
era l formulations of a non-morphological, functional definition of these ves -
sels . As a consequence of their specially structured non-capillary wall, a 
wall, 'not thin enough to allow for significant water and solute exchange' 
(Baker. 1967), they are classified as connections between the ar ter ia l and 
the venous side of the vascular bed: 
'in which no gas exchange takes place' (Piiper and Schoedel, 1954), 
'in which no matter exchange takes place' (Luckner, 1955; Golenhofen and 
Mitsány, 1962; Golenhofen, 1962), 
'in which the blood flow does not serve the exchange of metabolites' 
(Schoedel. 1956). 
'through which blood may pass without exchanging its content with the 
extravascular fluids' (Sapirstein, 1962 and almost identical Wiedeman, 1963), 
'which due to their thick-walled structure are non-nutritive' (Edwards, 1967). 
Golenhofen formulates as an additional requirement that such vessels should 
have their own specific regulation independent from the regulation of the 
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nutritive, capillary system. Otherwise, he argues, such a definition is 
meaningless for also in capillaries matter exchange may be more or less 
incomplete and therefore also true capillaries should be included partly in 
such a definition. This argumentation needs some comment. Obviously the 
problem is to exclude the true capillaries from a functionally defined non-
exchanging vascular system. However by requiring an independent vasoactiv-
ity, the existence of true ava 's with the same regulation as the capillaries 
is ruled out a pr ior i . In our opinion a more fundamental distinction can be 
made - as will be proved in this study - by taking into account the relation 
between the fractional exchange in the capillaries and the transit time of the 
blood. In that way it is possible to separate never exchanging vessels from 
not always completely excanging vessels . 
The meaning of a functional definition finds an expression in new 
names taken into use for the vascular s tructures concerned. In the English 
l i terature one speaks about 'non-nutritive vesse l s ' , according to the concept 
of Zweifach (1949), about 'by-pass vesse ls ' and mostly about 'arteriovenous 
shunts ' . 
The main problem with this terminology and an important source of 
misunderstanding and confusion a r i ses from an inconsequent use of the dif-
ferent names. For instance in the work of Abramson (1967) the names 
'arteriovenous anastomoses ' and 'shunts ' are used as synonyms. By Sherman 
(1963) ava ' s are defined functionally as non-exchanging arteriovenous chan-
nels . By Golenhofen (1968) a carefully formulated functional definition based 
upon exchange properties is given for 'Kurzschluszgefäsze'. However, after-
wards these vessels are identified with 'low resistance vesse ls ' (Dresel et 
a l . , 1966) which suggests indirectly the application of a morphological c r i -
terion. 
• In this study the term: 'arteriovenous shunts' (abbreviated: av-shunts) 
г will be used in a purely functional way indicating vessels, connecting 
• the ar ter ia l and the venous system, in which no matter exchange takes 
• place. The blood flowing through such vessels is bypassing one of the 
? fundamental functions of the terminal vascular bed, the function of 
« matter exchange between the blood and the extravascular fluid. In that 
• sense these vessels act as shunts. Moreover it may be emphasized 
• that every a priori association with short-circuiting, with short con-
β
 nections or with wide connections and with relatively high flow rates 
• and relatively short passage times is false. 
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2.3 METHODOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES. 
The usefulness of such a definition has a close relation to the poss i -
bilities of an experimental approach (and vice versa) . Two related exper i -
mental techniques seem to be well suited for the investigation of the ex-
change properties of a vascular bed in vivo. The first method mentioned 
here is generally called the 'clearance method'. This technique has been 
developed originally to measure peripheral blood flow (Kety, 1949). For that 
purpose a diffusible t racer substance is injected directly into the t issue. As 
t racers small electrolytes are used e .g . NaCl or inert gases e .g . Kr 
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or Xe. The washout of the labelled substance from the tissue by the 
blood now is monitored externally from the decreasing radioactivity. When 
a one-compartmental analysis is applicable the relation between the c lea r -
ance rate and the (nutritive) blood flow is quite simple. Complications and 
therefore difficulties with the interpretation of the clearance curves may 
ar ise from inhomogeneities in the flow distribution, from diffusion l imita-
tions of the t racer washout, from selective absorptions of the labelled sub-
stance by special tissue s tructures etc. Some problems are connected with 
the t racer injection. They are concerned with for instance the needle t rau-
ma and the depot localisation, injuring the reproducibility of the measure -
ment. Problems with the needle injection are avoided by labelling the tissue 
via the supplying ar tery . In this case only the tissue surrounding nutritive 
vessels is reached. 
When the measurement of the tissue clearance, which is related to the 
nutritive blood flow, is supplemented with a simultaneous direct measure-
ment of the total blood now (nutritive flow and - if existing - shunt flow) 
in principle information about the shunt system can be obtained. From the 
results of such experiments, showing changes in the relation between c lear -
ance and blood flow e .g . induced by nerve stimulation, qualitative conclu-
sions are drawn about the existence of shunt vessels and their regulation 
(Hyman et a l . , 1959; Ballard et a l . , 1964; Edwards, 1967). By lack of 
quantitative information such conclusions are not well founded and other ex-
planations of the experimental results , equally qualitative, are possible 
(Barlow et a l . , 1961; Folkow et a l . , 1961; Lassen, 1964). 
The differences in the structure of the vessel wall of ava's and capil-
lar ies give no rise to appreciable differences in the heat exchange between 
blood and tissue (Piiper, 1959). Therefore a differentiation between ex-
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changing and non-exchanging vessels by means of a thermal clearance tech-
nique is not possible. 
A second experimental approach can be realized with the use of the 
indicator dilution technique. The application of this technique in a peripher-
al vascular bed requires the injection of an indicator, for instance a radio-
active t r ace r into a supplying ar tery and the subsequent detection of the 
concentration of the indicator in the venous outflow as a function of time 
(more detailed information will be given in the next chapter). The shape of 
this dilution curve depends on the time function of the injection, on the flow 
rate, on the spatial organisation of the vascular bed and on the permeabil i-
ty of the vascular wall for the indicator which is used. Therefore a com-
parison of the dilution curves of non-exchangeable and exchanging, diffusible 
indicators provides with the possibility of getting insight in the organisation 
and the functionning of the permeable and the impermeable vessels within 
the vascular bed. With the simultaneous measurement of the venous blood 
flow rate a quantification of the flow and the volume distribution between 
both vascular structures is possible. 
For the investigations discussed in this study the latter technique has 
been chosen with as an appropriate input time function an impuls function 
which is approximated with an injection of short duration. 
IS 
C H A P T E R 3 
I N D I C A T O R D I L U T I O N M E T H O D 
3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
3.1.1 I n t r a v a s c u l a r i n d i c a t o r s . 
131 When a labelled substance of large molecular size, such as I-albumin, 
is mixed with the blood flowing in a peripheral artery, the t r a c e r is d i s­
tributed over the entire vascular system reached by the blood supplied by 
that ar tery . Following an injection of short duration, approximating a delta 
function input, the cross-sectional mean indicator concentration measured 
as a function of the time elapsed since the moment of injection, is the im­
puls response of the vascular system. Such a concentration-time function 
(C(t)) represents the distribution of transit t imes of the blood flowing 
through all the different pathways (with unit flow rate) between the injection 
site and the site of detection. This holds true only in the case of an ideal 
impuls injection and when the distribution of transit t imes of the t r a c e r and 
of the blood are identical. This condition asks for a perfect mixing of the 
indicator with the blood and for an equal hydrodynamical behavior of the 
label and the labelled substance. So for instance the t racer transport by 
diffusion has to be negligible in comparison with the convective transport 
and no temporary, selective absorption of the t racer within the flow chan­
nels may occur. Complications due to differences in the flow of plasma and 
erythrocytes will not be taken into account. 
In an actual experimental situation an essential problem concerning 
the measurement of С (t) may ar i se from the recirculation of the indicator 
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after being diluted in the general circulation. 
When during the time period 0 to T, in which the dilution curve С (t) 
is detected, the venous outflow is constant, the fraction of the outflow rate 
through pathways with transit times between t and t + dt is given by 
C(t) dt 
q(t)dt = (1) 
-T 
J С(т) d i 
0 
When the constant, total venous outflow rate amounts Q, the blood volume 
within these pathways is given by 
dV B (t) = t q(t) О dt (2) 
Therefore from the integration of (2), substituting (1), the total volume 
reached by the blood, flowing from the injection site to the detector, is 
found: 
V B = 
V B = 
= Q 
= Q 
τ 
• 
0 
τ 
* 
0 
t 
t С (t) dt 
С (τ) ài 
(3) 
wherein t, the mean transi t t ime, results from the first moment of the 
indicator dilution curve. 
For a good understanding it should be emphasized that within a vas -
cular bed, which is not necessarily a single input - single output system, 
the selection of the vessels involved in the investigation depends on the 
choice of both the supplying ar tery and the draining vein. Two other im-
portant consequences may be pointed out. Usually the indicator dilution 
method is applied in order to find a blood flow rate (e.g. cardiac output 
measurement). This flow rate is essentially an input flow ra te , a flow 
rate at the place of mixing of the indicator with the blood. The estimation 
of the vascular volume requires the determination of the venous outflow 
ra te . As both flow rates are not necessarily identical the value Q cannot 
be obtained from the dilution curve. A second problem may ar ise from an 
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admixing of non-labelled blood te the venous outflow. In that case the ca l -
culated value for the blood volume is too high. 
The shape of the dilution curve as such constitutes an intrigueing 
problem and has been subject of several investigations. It is beyond the 
scope of this study to go into details concerning these studies. Only a few 
remarks will be made. The problem has two aspects . The most fundamen-
tal question is to find a general expression for dilution curves depending on 
characterist ic properties of the vascular bed. Satisfying results have been 
obtained with the description of the indicator dispersion by means of ser ies 
of well-s t i r red compartments (e .g. Schlossmacher et a l . , 1967) or working 
out a random-walk model (e.g. Sheppard, 1962) o r taking into account dif-
fusion and convection (e.g. Norwich and Zelin, 1970; Bassingthwaighte et 
al . , 1970). Recently a comparison of different models is given by Harr is 
and Newman (1970). The problem that remains is the interpretation of the 
several parameters in t e rms of the properties of the vascular bed. 
Another, more practical approach of the shape-problem is evident 
from the effort given to a purely empirical curve-fitting in order to correct 
actual dilution curves for distortions, for instance caused by recirculation. 
The semilogarithmic extrapolation of the downslope of the dilution curve 
is an example of such a practical approach which has been used very often. 
3.1.2 D i f f u s i b l e i n d i c a t o r s . 
With the use of labelled albumin as a plasma indicator, the exchange 
of the t racer substance with the extravascular fluid, within the passage time 
through the vascular bed, is negligible. Another situation a r i ses when for 
indicator dilution studies highly diffusible indicators are used a s , for in-
stance, a small electrolyte like radioactive sodium. This t racer substance 
will pass the capillary wall very rapidly and is distributed not only over 
the intravascular blood volume (VR) but also within the tissue over the ex-
tracellular water space (VT). After the passage of the indicator bolus through 
the capillaries the t racer in the tissue fluid is washed out by the unlabelled 
blood. The mean transit time, calculated from the exchanging indicator (L,), 
is greater than the mean transit time of an intravascular t racer substance 
(t . ) . When the formula (3) is used, with the substitution of t F , to calcu-
late a volume the problem a r i se s of giving an interpretation to that volume 
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as indicator and c a r r i e r fluid behave more or less independent. When the 
diffusion is rapid as compared with the convective transport i . e . when ra­
dial concentration gradients a re ruled out it has been shown from calcula­
tions by Goresky (1963) and P e r l and Chinard (1968) that the ratio of the 
transi t t imes t - Z t . is equal to the volume ratio V T /V B . In that case the 
volume calculated from (3) is V-. 
In the case of a limited diffusion rate, however, the calculated vol­
ume is smaller than V T ; the value Vp. will be found in both extreme situa­
tions of zero radial diffusion or of infinite fluid flow r a t e . This is clearly 
demonstrated by the experimental results of Goresky (1963) who calculated 
values for the extracellular volume which were decreasing with increasing 
molecular size of the t r a c e r substance. The assertion of Zier ler (1963), 
that such calculations are 'independent of the degree of permeability of cap­
i l lar ies to the t r a c e r ' , is obviously wrong. 
3.2 DOUBLE INDICATOR DILUTION. 
The simultaneous injection of a mixture of an intravascular, non-ex­
changing indicator with one or more diffusible indicators has been used by 
several investigators in order to get information about the exchange proper­
ties of a vascular bed. 
The analysis of the measurements carr ied out by Fre i s et al. (1953) 
and F r e i s and Schnaper (1956) on the human forearm, and by Chinard and 
Enns (1954) and Chinard et al . (1955) on various organs of the dog, are 
mainly restr icted to find a value for the net loss, the extraction E of the 
diffusible t r a c e r with respect to the reference (intravascular) t racer . In­
dicating the dilution curve of the intravascular t racer by CT(t) and of the 
exchanging indicator by C_(t) this quantity E is found by averaging 
Е
^
 = 1
- С 7 С 1 Г < 4 ) 
usually over a limited time period in the initial part of the curve e.g. be­
tween the appearance time and the time of the maximum concentration. The 
reason for this limitation is to avoid the influence of back diffusion of ex-
travascular t r a c e r upon the value of E. From the definition of E it is c lear 
that for the calculation of the t racer concentrations C F (t) and С (t) the t r a c ­
e r amounts in the outflow are expressed as fractions of the injected amount. 
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A further extension of the analysis, relating the extraction E to the 
capillary permeability P , is given by Crone (1963). In short his argumen­
tation, in a modified notation, can be reproduced as follows. The exchange 
rate of the indicator in the capillary equals Q E С.. By definition the per­
meability can be expressed as 
Q E С 
" - (5) 
A ÛC 
in which A is the capillary surface area and AC is the average concentra-
tion difference across the capillary wall. Assuming a passive diffusion and 
zero extravascular concentration, ЛС is equal to the mean intravascular con­
centration of the exchanging indicator. This concentration falls exponentially 
from C. at the arter ia l end to C^ at the venous end of the capillary. There­
fore 
C I - C E 
ДС =
 I E 
C I 
l n
 c 
C E 
О 1 
Substitution in (5) leads to Ρ = - j- In -¡ ψ (6) 
A more advanced analysis is given by Martin and Yudilevich (1964). The 
resulting quantities, however, a re not fundamentally new. 
None of the investigators mentioned in the foregoing part of this p a r a ­
graph has taken into account a possible contribution of shunt vessels to the 
relation between the dilution curves of exchanging and non-exchanging indi­
cators . Only Martin and Yudilevich (1964) have given a warning with respect 
to the validity of their analysis in the case of inhomogeneities in the vascu­
lar bed for instance resulting from the presence of 'arteriovenous commu­
nications'. The possibility of the measurement of the fractional flow through 
arteriovenous shunts as well as of the mean transit time for passage through 
these vessels was pointed out by Zier ler (1965) under the condition that one 
'can find a t racer that completely crosses capillary walls into some extra-
vascular space and does not return at all during a single circulation'. For 
in that case the distribution of transit times through the shunt system is 
identical to Cpft). 
The investigation of Friedman (1966) s tar t s from the assumption that 
Я6 
Rb is such a t r a c e r substance, an assumption based upon similarit ies in 
the propert ies of Rb and К and on data about the rapid movement of К out 
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of the capil laries and into the almost infinite intracellular 'sink' (Renkin, 
1959a). Furthermore the blood volume enclosed within the actual shunting 
branches is supposed to be small as compared with the volume of the se­
rial , non-exchanging vessels which act as transport vessels to and from 
both the capillaries and the shunts. By the way, this is an example of an 
application of a morphological criterion to a functional s tructure. On that 
ground, the volume of the transport vessels is approximated by the product 
Qtp, and subsequently subtracted from Qt . to find the real capillary blood 
volume. In later studies of the isolated gracil is muscle preparation in the 
dog (Friedman, 1968; Friedman, 1969) the relation between E and Q is dis­
cussed in terms of extracting and non-extracting pathways. In a rather s im­
ilar way extraction measurements in the dog's hindlimb are interpreted by 
Gabel et al . (1964) and by Winbury et a l . (1965). The relevant results of 
these studies will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
Finally, some attention has to be paid to the analysis of double iso­
tope measurements based upon constant t r a c e r infusion (step-function injec­
tion). This technique which can be applied easily in combination with con­
trolled perfused preparations, has been used by several investigators to 
find in analogy with impuls injection analysis, a value for the extraction E. 
The relation 
ι PS 
E = 1 - exp ^- Q - (7) 
which is equal to (6) when using the symbol S instead of A, was formu­
lated (earlier) by Renkin (1959a) and the product PS, which he proposed as 
an inseparable quantity, has become more and more in use to characterize 
the exchange properties of a vascular bed. The contribution from t racer in­
fusion experiments to the information concerning shunt vessels will be dis­
cussed in Chapter 6. 
3.3 FUNDAMENTALS OF THE APPLIED ANALYSIS. 
In this paragraph an account of the analysis of the dilution curve 
pairs as applied in this study will be given. For that purpose a model of 
the vascular system in the experimental situation will be proposed. The 
implications of the model for the transport of the diffusible and non-diffu­
sible indicator will be put forward. For simplicity the explication of some 
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special situations connected with specific parameter values (3.3.2 and 3.3.3) 
wil preceed a more general discussion (3.3.4). 
3.3.1 T h e v a s c u l a r m o d e l a n d t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l s i t u a t i o n . 
For an outline of the features of the proposed model reference will 
be made to figure 1. In this figure the vascular system to be investigated 
is represented schematically. It consists of two collections of functionally 
different vascular communications in parallel, the capillaries and the av-
shunts. They contain all possible pathways for the blood flowing from the 
injection site in the supplying ar tery to the site of detection localized at 
the venous outflow. There is no need of taking into account the escape of 
blood through other outflow vessels; the admixing to the outflow of blood 
descended from other a r t e r i e s is supposed to be negligible. 
i. 
injec tion 
Q c 
Qs 
<Aj>y 
CAPILLARIES 
Vc 
Vr 
AV - S H U N T S 
α 
v e n 
de tec 
DUS 
: t ion 
Fig. 1 Model of the vascular system between the injection and the detection site. 
Q : total blood flow rate 
Q ç : capillary blood flow rate V^ : blood volume within the capillaries 
Qc : av-shunt blood flow rate Vg "- blood volume within the av-shunts 
V T : volume of tissue space available for Ε-indicator exchange 
The exchange properties of the capillary wall are characterized by 
P: permeability and A: total surface area. 
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At the injection site a small amount (small as compared with the vas­
cular volume) of an exchanging indicator (E-indicator) mixed with a non-
exchanging, intravascular indicator (I-indicator) is supplied rapidly to the 
blood. The distribution of the injectate over both vascular units is equal to 
the blood flow distribution. A fraction q-, of the total blood flow rate Q 
passes true capil laries; a fraction q_ = 1 - q-, is transported through av-
shunts. The absolute flow rates through capil laries and av-shunts a re indi­
cated by Q
c
 = q
c
 Q and Q
s
 = q
s
 Q respectively. 
By definition exchange of E-indicator can take place only in the cap­
illary system. Here an extravascular tissue volume V— is available for 
t r a c e r diffusion. The capillary wall acts as a diffusion b a r r i e r with a total 
surface area A ) and a mean permeability Ρ (flow rate a c r o s s the wall per 
unit area and per unit concentration difference). Both quantities V— and Ρ 
are not purely system parameters as their values depend also on the type 
of Ε-indicator which has been used. The total volumes of the true capil­
lar ies and of the av-shunts a re indicated by V
r
 and V„. To the total blood 
volume involved in both systems will be referred by V-,- and V4_ respec­
tively; expressed as fractions of the total blood volume V- in the system 
the notation V_,_ = ν- ,ν^ and V™ = v„V
n
 will be used. The difference be-
Cti С О OD о о 
tween both volume values V- and V™ (V„ and V™) is obviously the blood 
volume enclosed in the transport vessels . Capillaries and av-shunts may ac­
tually have parts of the transport vessels in common. 
At the detector site the concentration-time curves are obtained by 
measuring, separately for both t r a c e r s , the integrated activity in a small 
blood volume during each of N successive time intervals of duration àt. 
After calibration this results in a set of N pairs of values CT(n) and CF(n) 
for the mean concentration in the outflow during the time period between 
(n - l )At and nAt after the moment of injection. The capillary contribution 
to the amounts of both t racer types transported by the blood along the de-
tector during the nth time interval will be represented by E-Jn) and l r (n ) , 
the contribution of the av-shunts by E4(n) and I4(n). When the t racer amounts 
a re expressed as fractions of the injected dose, it is evident that 
*) In the literature the letter S has often been used. In this study the symbol A has been chosen to 
avoid confusion as generally the letter S has been used for the indication of~the various quantities 
of the av-shunt system. 
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E
s
(n) = I
s
(n) (8) 
for all values of η. 
The concentration values can be expressed as 
Ε (η) + Ε (η) 
C ( n ) = - ^ 5 — (9) 
^ QAt 
Ι (η) + Ι (η) 
and С (η) = — 2 — (10) 
Q û t 
As a result of the choice of relative units for the t racer amounts the con-
centrations are expressed in (volume) 
The most important purpose of the analysis of the set of paired con-
centration values is to find the distributions of the blood flow and of the 
blood volume over the capillaries and the av-shunts. This implies the cal -
culation of the basic quantities 
Σ I
r
(n) 
Чг = (11) 
Σ {I (η) + I
s
(n) } 
ε i
s
(n) 
(12) 
1
с 
's 
Σ η Ι (η) 
At ^ 
Σΐ 0 (η) 
Σ η Ι (η) 
- i t ь 
Σΐ8(η) 
Σ t l
c
( n ) + I
s
(n)} 
as well a s , in analogy with form. (3), 
(13) 
and t „ = At — (14) 
 I
s
(») 
The summation boundaries of E, here 1 and N, will be omitted. 
3.3.2 C o m p l e t e e x c h a n g e ; no t r a c e r w a s h - o u t f r o m t h e 
t i s s u e . 
A rather simple, special situation occurs when within the passage 
time of the blood through the capillaries all E-indicator reaches the extra-
vascular space and when afterwards nothing of it returns into the vascular 
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bed. This condition was already mentioned by Zier ler (1965) (see: 3.2). This 
is certainly the case for large values of PA and of V_, thus for PA -"I^ 
and V T -·
 ш
. 
It means that E_(n) = 0 for all values of n. Therefore the C_(n) val-
ues represent exclusively the shunt system whereas the CT(n) values r e p r e ­
sent the total vascular system. Obviously, with the formulae 8, 9, 10 and 
12 the flow distribution can be obtained from 
q
s 
q
c 
ε cE(n) 
Σ Cjín) 
= 1
- « « в and 
The blood volumes a re found from 
V S B = % « 4В 
"^ св =
 q
c
 Q 1
с 
with the mean transit t imes (14, 13) 
£ n C E ( n ) 
t
s
 = M 
Σ 0
Ε
( η ) 
En(C (n) - С (η)) 
and t = At 
Σ (Cjtn) - C E (n)) 
As an illustration of this situation fig. 2 represents calculated values for 
the t racer contributions separately for capillaries and av-shunts as well as 
concentration values (and their ratio) in the outflow of a hypothetical vascu­
lar system. For the generation of real looking dilution curves the function 
exp [- (1 - t ) 2 / K 2 t ] 
f(t) 
Kt , / n t 
was used, a function which results from the 'random walk' model analyzed 
by Sheppard (1962). In the illustrated situation an av-shunt flow fraction 
Чс - 0 · ' w a s assumed and the mean transit time through the av-shunts t « 
was taken somewhat shorter than the capillary transi t time t
r
 so that 
t
c
 = 1.25 t
s
. 
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TRACER CONTRIBUTIONS DETECTED SIGNAL 
CAPILLARIES 
concentration 
a u 
Fig. 2 Tracer contributions (arbitrary units: a.u. ) 
from the capillaries (Ep(n) and Ip(n)) and the av-shunts (E (n) and I (n)) to the outflow 
concentration curves (C£(n) and Cj(n)) for an artificial system with complete capillary 
exchange and zero tissue wash-out. Because of the relatively large av-shunt contribution 
the curves resemble results from a skin area, 
Actually such situations may approximately be present with low flow 
ra tes and with the use of e .g . potassium or rubidium as t racer substance. 
Due to the selection of these special parameter values the illustrated curves 
resemble experimental curves obtained from a skin area (see Chapter 5). 
3 .3 .3 C o m p l e t e e x c h a n g e ; n o t i c e a b l e w a s h - o u t f r o m t h e 
t i s s u e . 
Attention will be given now to another system with an almost instan-
taneously reached equilibrium between intra- and extracapillary indicator 
concentration. However, this equilibrium tissue concentration is not negli-
gibly small . Therefore after passage of the t racer bolus a measurable in-
dicator wash-out from the tissue takes place; generally E r (n ) 4 0. This 
situation may be expected with PA - "> when V T is finite (e.g. when using 
sodium as an E-indicator). 
The relevant problem to be solved is to find the E r(n)-values of a 
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capillary system characterized by a given set of I
r
(n)-values . No r e s t r i c ­
tions will be made with respect to the form of the I
r
(n)-curve; especially 
no analytical expression for this curve will be used. Each I_(n)-value de­
fines a class of capil laries, the n-capillaries, which contribute to the I-in-
dicator outflow during the time interval between (n - 1)ΔΙ and η ΔΙ after in­
jection. Writing Qp for the total blood flow rate through the n-capillaries 
their contribution to the outflow volume in that time interval is Q
r
 Δι. The 
Ε-indicator in this volume when passing the capillary part of the flow chan­
nel has reached an equilibrium concentration with a total extravascular com­
partment V T connected with the n-capil laries. Therefore the E-indicator 
amount passing the detector in the nth time interval E
 fì can be expressed 
as a fraction f,. of l_(n), the fraction fT, being the ratio between the Vn Cv ' Vn 6 
I-indicator space: Q - At and the E-indicator space: Q_ ΔΙ + V— . 
80 E
n 0 = fVn lcW 
Q C n û t 
w i t h fVn = — 
Tn 
when in the denominator the term Q - M which is small in comparison with 
V_ is neglected. in 
In the next time interval the n-capillaries do not contribute to the I_-signal. 
Only a contribution E . to the E--s igna l remains as a result of tissue wash-
out. Obviously 
E , = (1 - f„ ) f„ I„(n) 
nl v Vn' Vn С1· ' 
and generally for the time interval η + i 
E
ni = í1 - W 1 fVn V") (15) 
The total amount of E-indicator leaving the vascular system between 
(n - l)At and nut consists of the contributions of all 1 to η-class capillaries 
to that interval. 
Hence Ec ( n > = E n O + E ( n - l ) l + E ( n - 2 ) 2
 + (16) 
With respect to the fractions L. it will be assumed now that these quan­
tities are independent of the sample number n. This assumption implies 
that the proportionality between the blood flow rate and the size of the ex-
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travascular compartment is the same for each class of capil laries. Putting 
Q c û t 
f = and using this volume ratio in (15) the summation of form. (16): 
E c (n) = ^ Ic(n) + (1 - ^ ) Г
у
 I
c
( n - 1) + (1 - f
v
) fy I
c
( n - 2) + . . . 
can be simplified to 
E
c
( n ) = ^ I
c
(n) + (1 - f
v
) E
c
( n - 1) (17) 
With the expression (17) the computation of E
c
( n ) for a given set of I
c
(n) 
with a value for the parameter f
v
 is quite simple. 
An illustration is given in fig. 3a. For the calculation of the curves 
of this figure in addition to the parameter values used for fig. 2 (q„ = 0.7; 
-3 t = 1.25 tç,) a value L. = 10 has been taken. In that way a dilution 
curve pair is constructed resembling experimental results obtained in a 
skin area as can be judged by comparing fig. 3a with fig. 14a (section 5.2.1) . 
TRACER CONTRIBUTIONS DETECTED SIGNAL 
amount 
CAPILLARIES 
concentration 
Fig. 3a Tracer contributions (arbitrary units: a .u . ) 
from the capillaries (Ep(n) and Iç(n)) and the av-shunts (ЕЛп) and Ιχίη)) to the outflow 
concentration curves (C£(n) and Cj(n)) for an artificial 'skin area' with complete 
capillary exchange and noticeable tissue wash-out. 
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Noticeable from fig. 3a is the small capillary contribution Ε (η) to 
the outflow C_(n); in the initial part of the curve this contribution is negli-
gible in comparison with the contribution E 4 (n) from the av-shunts. For this 
reason a marked difference between fig. 3a and fig. 2 can be seen only in 
the final part of the C„/C T -curves, the ratio curve of fig. 3a showing evi-
dently an increasing tail . In this situation the extrapolation of the declining 
part of such ratio curves has been used as a practicable and convenient 
means to find the C_-curve corrected for tissue t racer wash-out. A semi-
logarithmic extrapolation has been chosen - indicated by the dashed line 
in fig. 3b - assuming that usually, without an influence of wash-out, the 
tail of dilution curves and their ratio can approximately be described by 
an exponential function of t ime. After this correction procedure has been 
applied, the same calculations as discussed in 3.3.2 can be used to find 
the flow and the volume distribution. This means that the corrected С „ -
curve is identified with E 4(n) (=I 4 (n)) and that Ip(n) is found by subtraction 
of C E from C.. 
lo^ c o n c e n t r a t i o n - -log cone, r a t i o 
7у\ 
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Fig. 3b Semilogarithmic representation oí the concentration 
curves of fig. 3a, The dashed line indicates the 
extrapolation of the ratio curve. 
When this correction procedure was applied to the curves of fig. 3a 
the underlying values for the now and volume distribution were regained 
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with an accuracy better than 2%. When after wash-out correction of actual­
ly measured dilution curves I_(n)-values have been found a set of Ep(n)-
values is calculated, using form. (17) with various values for the parameter 
f
v
, being the ratio of the dilution volumes of the I- and the E-indicator. 
Additionally a set of Cp,-curves and C_/CT-curves is obtained. By compari­
son of these calculated curves with the experimental curves the proper value 
of L. is found. This resul ts in an evaluation of the volume V— (fig. 1). 
- - -3 
Fig. 3c i l lustrates a situation with cu = 0.7; t „ = t g and L. = 10 , 
resembling experimental results obtained in a muscle area (compare fig. 18a, 
section 5.2.2). Evidently the tissue wash-out is considerable. In this special 
case, in which for capil laries and av-shunts the same distribution of transit 
t imes has been assumed an exact correction can be based upon the initial 
С„/С -value. Sometimes this type of wash-out correction has been used for 
actually measured dilution curves. In that case, however, the assumption 
that the ratio Ι4(η)/ΐ-,(η) is independent of n, cannot be checked unless in 
the same system an indicator with a large VT-value e.g . potassium is used. 
TRACER CONTRIBUTIONS DETECTED SIGNAL 
CAPILLARIES 
concentration 
a u 
Fig, 3c. As fig. 3a with a comparatively small av-shunt contribution resembling a muscle area 
measurement, 
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3.3.4 I n c o m p l e t e e x c h a n g e . 
As a final step in the expansion of this dilution curve analysis atten­
tion will be given to the general situation characterized by a limited diffu-
sional flow rate of the E-indicator across the capillary wall into an extra-
vascular volume of limited dimensions. As a result of the diffusion limita­
tion the concentration equilibrium between intra- and extracapillary fluid is 
not reached within the transit time of the blood through the Capillary. Clear­
ly the concentration of E-indicator in the outflow will be related to the blood 
flow rate . 
In the first place the problem of finding E
r
(n)-values from a given 
set of I_,(n)-values, taking into account diffusion limitation, will be solved. 
Therefore each of the N classes of capil laries will be regarded as one well 
s t i r red compartment with volume Vp separated from another well st irred 
compartment with volume V_ by a permeable wall with area A and per­
meability Ρ . The diffusional process in such a system is described by a 
simple exponential function of t ime: e x p [ - k t ] , with a rate constant к 
P
n
A
n *
 V T n V C n found from к = with V _ = . Exchange can take place 
η V* C n V
 + V 
Cn v T n v C n 
only during the passage time of the blood through the capillary. Therefore 
V C n the available exchange time is t - = . 
«Cn 
In the previous section (3.3.3) the situation with complete exchange 
was discussed. In that case the amount E ^ of E-indicator leaving the nth 
capil laries between (n - l)At and η At is equal to f
v
 I
r
( n ) . Such a situa­
tion occurs for a large, approximately infinite value of к t - e .g . with a 
low flow rate in a system with a high permeability. In the other extreme 
situation (k t - - 0) no Ε-indicator exchange takes place at all and there-
f o r e E
n
o = V")· 
Generally E
n 0 = f^ I ^ n ) + (1 - f ^ ) I c (n) exp [- k ^ ] 
During each of the successive time intervals a flow dependent fraction be­
tween 0 and L. of the E-indicator deposit in the tissue is washed-out. 
Hen E n l = f l c ( n ) - E n 0 } f V n ( l - e x P [ - k n t C n ] ) 
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and generally 
E . = {ΐ„(η) - E
 n
 - E , - . . . - E .. ,jL
r
 (1 - exp Г- к t_ "1 ) 
ni Cv ' nO ni n(l - 1)J Vn v ^ L η Cn J ' 
Considering that in general V-, « V— , the product к t_ is approximate-
P . v^ïl J. Il Π L^ H A 
ly equal to . 
«СП 
Simplification of the summation in form. (16) asks for n-independent values 
not only for the volume fractions f
v
 but also for the exponential t e r m s . 
PA Therefore the argument of the exponential function is replaced by - -ττ—. 
Γ Ρ Α Ί
 C 
With the substitution of f_ = exp --j=¡— the summation can be simplified 
yielding 
E c (n) = Ic(n) îty + (l-iy) ÎQ) - lc(n-l) Îq + Ec(n-1) { l - f v ( l - f Q ) } (18) 
Evidently, with the substitution of f- = 0 in this expression the relation (17) 
of the previous section is found. 
Assuming for a hypothetical vascular system a transit time distr ibu-
tion for capillaries and av-shunts given by Ip(n) and Ι4(η) (= E 4 (n)) formula 
(18) can be used for the calculation of Ep(n) and then the outflow curves 
Ορ,(η) and CT(n) of such a system can be found (form. (9) and (10), sect. 
3.3.1). An illustration of computed results is given in the figures 4a and 
4b. Figure 4a shows the detector signal and the various tracer.contributions 
which may be expected from the same system as represented in fig. 3c, 
when an incomplete exchange occurs characterized by a parameter value 
PA f
a
 = 0.2 corresponding to a value 7^ — = 1.5. Actually such values are found 4 Q
c 
(see 5 .2 .1 .1 and 5.2 .2 .1) . The capillary contribution to C F due to an in­
complete exchange is clearly recognizable from the initial C-./C.-values in 
fig. 4a which are enhanced as compared with the same values in fig. 3c. 
Fig. 4b i l lustrates the results which can be obtained from the same system 
when a t racer is used e .g . potassium for which the tissue wash-out is neg­
ligible because of an almost infinite extravascular E-indicator space; in that 
case in form. (18) the value f
v
 = 0 has to be used. The influence of t r a c e r 
wash-out is clearly seen when comparing the increasing tail of the C_/C T -
curve in fig. 4a with the constant ratio value in fig. 4b (a constant value 
because of the special choice t - = t 4 ) . 
For wash-out correction of the C_-curves the same procedure a s de-
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TRACER CONTRIBUTIONS DETECTED SIGNAL 
CAPILLARIES 
concentration 
a u 
Fig.4a Tracer contributions (arbitrary units: a . u . ) 
from the capillaries (E-(n) and Ι--,(η)) and the av-shunts (E„(n) and Ις(η)) to the outflow 
concentration curves (Crfn) and C|(n)) for an artificial 'muscle area' with incomplete 
capillary exchange and noticeable tissue wash-out. 
TRACER CONTRIBUTIONS DETECTED SIGNAL 
concentration 
a u 
CAPILLARIES 
Fig. 4b As fig. 4a with zero tissue wash-out, 
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scribed in section 3.3.3 can be used. This implies the extrapolation of the 
unaffected initial part of the ratio curve and calculation of C ,^ (n) using mea­
sured CT- and corrected C_/CT-values. 
The further discussion will be concerned with dilution curves corrected 
for, or not affected by tissue t r a c e r wash-out. What can be concluded about 
now and volume distribution of such curves obtained in an experimental 
situation ? With the substitution of L. = 0 into form. (18) one finds 
E_,(n) = ί_ Ι„(η) expressing the process of limited exchange which causes 
4
 Γ P A l 
that in each of the c lasses of capillaries a fraction f_ = exp - - g — of the 
inflowing E-indicator amount remains intravascular. Hence, substitution into 
(9) and taking into account (8) leads to 
C E (n) 
fQ I c (n) + I s(n) 
Qàt 
and therefore 
Iç<n) 
Qût 
Cjtn) - CE(n) = ( I - Î Q ) 
So, the difference between both outflow curves represents a constant f rac-
tion of the I-indicator dilution curve of the capillary system. Consequently 
with form. (13): 
Σ η [С (η) - С (η)} Σ η Ι (η) 
ΔΙ ϊ 5
 = Λ
ί ^ _
=
 f 
Σ fCjín) - CE(n)} r i c ( n ) С 
Thus the mean transit time through the capil laries can be calculated cor­
rectly even in the case of incomplete exchange. 
Other consequences can be found regarding the concentration ratio 
values: 
CE(n) f Q I c ( n ) + I s(n) 
Cjtn) I
c
( n ) + I
s
(n) 
and the ratio after summation (rearranging terms) : 
Σ Ο (η) Σ Ι (η) Σ Ι (η) 
— — =
 + f Q q 
Σ Cj (η) Σ [ l
c
(n) + I
s
(n)} ч Σ {l
c
(n) + I
s
(n)] 
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Denoting 
£ C E ( n ) 
Σ Cj (η) 
duced to 
by q „ and using form. (11) and (12) this equation is r e -
(19) % + Vc 
This is an important relation. The apparent shunt flow fraction q* which 
can be found from both outflow curves is the sum of the real shunt flow 
fraction and a variable capillary contribution which depends on the ratio be­
tween the exchange rate PA and the blood flow rate Q_,. It may be noted 
that with q„ = 0 form. (19) is equal to form. (7) deduced by Renkin, as has 
to be expected when the existence of non-exchanging vessels is not taken in­
to account. 
the argument of the exponential func-With the substitution of d = PA 
tion f^  exp 
CB V CB 
,._. ~..
r
 . _— can be replaced by d —^— which is equal to dt,-,. In Q L Q
c
 J Ч
с
 С 
that way a relation is found between two measurable quantities: the apparent 
Σ C E ( n ) 
shunt flow fraction q„ = · and the mean capillary transi t time 1
Γ 
Σ Cj (η) L 
which can be calculated from the difference between both outflow curves 
Cjtn) - C E (n) . 
For the system illustrated in fig. 4b the relation between q„ and t
r 
is represented in the semiloganthmic plot of fig. 5. The dashed lines in the 
figure indicate both terms of q*, the constant value q 4 and the exponential 
function. Obviously when q 4 = 0 a single straight line is found. 
Fig. 5 The solid line represents the theoretical 
relation between the mean capillary 
transit t ime t - and the apparent shunt 
flow fraction q* which is the sum oí a 
constant real shunt flow fraction and an 
exponential capillary contribution 
(horizontal and declining dashed Une 
respectively). 
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The foregoing analysis yields a solution of the problem to find the 
distribution between capillaries and av-shunts of blood flow and volume in 
an actual experimental situation. When during the experiment various t r 
values occur a mean value for the capillary diffusion parameter d can be 
found from the q,-, vs . t - plot. With this d-value for each of the runs the 
capillary recovery fraction f_ = e x p [ - d t - ] can be calculated and then q4 
and eu as well as v 4 and Vp are found. 
For this procedure the occurrence of variations in t - is necessary 
and therefore system changes have to be evoked which in an autoperfused 
vascular bed may be performed by means of physiological and pharmaco-
logical stimuli. A priori little can be said about the influence of such mea-
sures upon the actual capillary and av-shunt distribution and upon the pa-
rameter d. By using stimuli of various types, however, it may be expected 
that on the average no systematic variations of q r (q4) and of d with t -
will occur and that the previous curve analysis can be applied to the qL 
vs. F - plot although some scat ter may be present. 
When the variation in t _ is small, no direct experimental information 
is available to quantify the capillary exchange limitation. In that case a r ea -
sonable value for the parameter d has to be assumed to evaluate the flow 
and volume distribution. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
E X P E R I M E N T A L M E T H O D S 
The choice of the indicator dilution technique for this investigation was 
based upon the possibilities offered by this method to obtain quantitative in-
formation with a minimal interference in the vascular system under study. 
A general anaesthesia and the cannulation of some selected blood vessels , 
however, were inevitable. The measurement of the indicator dilution curves 
with an appropriate resolution using a blood sampling technique is not p rac -
ticable in long lasting experiments in which some tens of indicator injections 
a re planned. Therefore the indicator detection in the blood was carried out 
while the flow was guided through an artificial extracorporal loop inserted 
in the selected vein. For the processing of the large amount of data the 
use of a computer was indispensable. 
4 .1 ANIMAL PREPARATION. 
The experiments were performed on healthy mongrel dogs of both sexes 
ranging in weight from 15 to 35 kg. The animals were anaesthetized by an 
intravenous injection of 30 mg/kg body weight sodium pentobarbital. After 
1-2 hours about the same dose was given per hour by means of a continu-
ous Infusion into the v. cephalica with an infusion rate of about 15 ml /h . 
An injection of 10 mgAg héparine was given shortly before the vessel 
cannulations. During the measurement héparine was supplied by means of 
a continuous infusion of about 1 mgAg per hour into the extracorporal flow 
loop. An intratracheal tube was inserted enabling assisted or controlled ven-
tilation by means of a respiration pump (Harvard Apparatus, Model 607). 
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For monitoring the ECG and the heart ra te , needle electrodes were placed 
subcutaneously. At the end of the experiment the animal was sacrificed with 
an overdose of anaestetic. 
4 . 1 . 1 S k i n a r e a p r e p a r a t i o n . 
The skin area investigated in this study was located in the paw of the 
hindleg predominantly in the sole region. The blood flow to that area was 
supplied by the plantar branch of the a. saphena. For indicator injection 
the a. peronea (fibularis) was ligated 1-2 cm distally from the point where 
this vessel a r i ses from the plantar branch of the saphenous a r te ry . A 
cannula was inserted proximally to the ligature headed upstream. In that 
way it was possible to inject indicator into the plantar branch without injury 
of that vessel . The admixing of vasoactive drugs to the blood supply of the 
skin area was enabled by a similar ligation and cannulation of the dorsal 
branch of the a.saphena. 
In fig. 6 the relevant details of both skin and muscle preparation are 
illustrated schematically. More detailled anatomical information can be found 
in the work of Bradley (1959) and Miller (1964). In this connection it may 
be noted that as it appears from the animal preparations some topographi-
cal details may show an apparent variability. 
The outflow of the skin area concerned was transported mainly by the 
v. saphena lateralis (parva). Generally about 70% of the amount of injected 
I-indicator passed through this vessel . For the insertion of the detection 
now loop an upstream and a downstream cannulation was necessary. With 
the medial side of the hindleg facing upward facilitating the other cannula-
tions, this could be done easily at the caudal side of the knee joint. Imme-
diately after cannulation and pr ior to the connection with the detection c i r -
cuit both cannulas were interconnected. In this way the interruption of the 
blood flow in the vessel lasted no longer than 1-2 minutes. 
The magnitude of the admixing of both non-labelled blood and blood 
arising from non-dermal tissue was not known; most likely, however, this 
contribution was insignificant. The foot muscles weighting one to two tenth 
of the skin weight were supplied partly by the a. peronea which was ligated, 
partly by branches arising from the a. tibialis cranial is . The blood from 
this ar tery which also supplied twigs to the metatarsal bones was mainly 
drained by the v. saphena medialis. 
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Fig. 6 Schematic representation of the hindleg preparation used for the investigations of a skin 
area (lower half of the figure) or of a muscle area (upper half). 
4 .1 .2 M u s c l e - a r e a p r e p a r a t i o n . 
The investigated muscle area was located in the thigh. Usually a su-
perficial muscular branch of the v. femoralis could be found receiving blood 
from the m. pectineus, m. adductor femoris and/or the m. gracil is . This 
blood was supplied by a satellite ar tery arising from the a. femoralis. The 
available space for vessel preparation was rather limited in this a rea . 
Therefore only one collecting cannula was inserted into the vein. For rein-
fusion of the blood the v. saphena medialis was cannulated. As in the skin 
experiments both cannulas were short-circuited initially. For indicator in-
jection and drug infusion a double-lumen catheter was pushed upstream into 
the a. femoralis as far as the origin of the muscular branch involved. In 
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some experiments a similar preparation was applied to the a. and v. 
profunda femoris supplying a somewhat deeper probably more extended mus-
cular area in the same region. 
The admixing of non-labelled blood or skin blood could be ruled out on 
anatomical grounds; non-muscular blood from the muscle region might be 
involved for instance arising from adipose t issue. 
4.2 INDICATOR INJECTION. 
Two different t racer mixtures have been used in this study. In one 
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mixture the E-indicator was NaCl in the other KCl; in both the I-indi-
131 
cator was I-albumin. Additionally the isotonic indicator substances were 
diluted in the dog's own plasma as it was our impression from some in vitro 
experiments that in this way a better mixing of the injectate with the blood 
in the supplying ar te ry was reached. The composition of both injection fluids 
was: 
2 ml NaCl, specific activity 0.4 mC/ml 
131 2 ml I-albumin, specific activity 0.8 mC/ml 
4 ml plasma 
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and 3 ml KCl, specific activity 0.8 mC/ml 
131 
2 ml I-albumin, specific activity 0.8 mC/ml 
3 ml plasma. 
Usually an amount of 0.2 ml of the mixture was injected, each time within 
0.5 second. For that purpose a special 10 ml syringe was used (Repette, 
Jencons) enabling repetitive injection of equal, adjustable fractions of the 
syringe's contents. In view of the short injection time the input signal used 
for measuring the response of the vascular system might approximately be 
described with a rectangular time function of a duration equal to the ratio 
between the total t racer volume in the outflow and the outflow ra te . The re -
fore not the ideal impuls response of the system could be found; the defor-
mation, however, was negligible. This could be estimated in a s imilar way 
(section 4 .3 .3) as the distortion caused by the passage time of the t racer 
along the detector, which period was at least twice the duration of the input 
pulse. Experimentally no significant difference in the system response could 
be found when twice o r half the normal t racer volume was injected. 
Quantification of the E-indicator extraction by measuring the steady-
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state response upon a step function injection - practized by some investiga­
tors (section 3.2) working with artificially perfused vascular beds - has 
some disadvantages for the present preparation. Such a procedure is more 
time and t r a c e r consuming and asks for a better stability of the system. 
The influence of recirculating t racer will be more serious. Also the tissue 
t racer wash-out may be appreciable and the correction more difficult. More­
over even with potassium as the Ε-indicator the question may ar i se whether 
the extravascular concentration is still negligible. 
4 .3 DETECTION CIRCUIT; SIGNAL DETECTION. 
The detection circuit was designed for the proper measurement of t rac­
e r activities in the blood flowing through a vein in an almost intact vascular 
bed. For that purpose several partly contradictory requirements had to be 
taken into account. 
For instance the volume of the counting chamber - the part of the ex­
ternal flow channel placed in the field of the detector - is the result of a 
compromise. Once accepted a limited injected activity, the accuracy of the 
measurement of the dilution curve amplitude requires a large volume, the 
time resolution of the curve asks for a small counting chamber. 
Another problem a r i s e s from the necessary shielding of the detector 
and the counting chamber which implies a considerable minimal length of 
the flow loop. However, the volume of the flow channel especially between 
the supplying cannula in the vein and the counting chamber may preferably 
be small as compared with the blood volume to be measured. Therefore the 
tube radius must be small. Consequently, however, the flow resistance of 
the loop was too high for insertion in the venous system. This problem was 
solved by equipping the flow loop with a pump. In fig. 7 the detection circuit 
is represented schematically. 
4 . 3 . 1 F l o w c h a n n e l . 
By means of a polyaethylene tube with a volume of about 1.3 ml the 
supply cannula in the vein was connected with the counting chamber. A T-
piece was inserted between cannula and tube for the connection of the héparine 
infusor and an electromanometer system (equipped with an inductive d i s -
placement transducer, Phil ips: PR 9307). 
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Fig. 7 Diagram of the detect ion circuit. 
The heavy l ine represents the flow channel connected with both venous cannulas (V). The 
letter С indicates the counting chamber. Cannulas for pressure measurements and infusion 
or for injection are indicated by dashed l ines, A indicates connect ion with an arterial 
cannula. The arrows g ive the flow direction of fluid or information. 
The counting chamber, made of glass, was placed in a cylindrical 
hole in the lead shield. It consisted of a spiral ) with a volume of 0.3 ml, 
put close to the scintillation cr is ta l , with an ascending and a descending leg 
each with a volume of 0.15 ml. Via a polyaethylene tube the counting cham­
ber was connected with a rol ler pump (Watson-Marlow, H.R. Flow Inducer, 
type MHRE) equipped with a silicon rubber tube with an internal diameter 
adapted to the desired flow range. From the pump the blood flow was con­
ducted through a drop chamber filled with silicone oil. In that way one had 
an indication for the sufficiency of the héparine supply. In an early stage 
of this study the drop chamber was used as a drop counter for the measure -
*) The use of a small cuvet as a counting chamber is not advisable because of the variable influences 
of stagnant blood in such a chamber upon the tracer detec t ion . With a stirred cuvet these problems 
can be solved, the solution, however, by means of a small spiral tube is much simpler. 
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ment of the blood flow ra te . However, the experience with that technique 
for flow measurement during several hours was not favourable, because of 
the spontaneous, considerable (25%) changes in the drop volume probably 
due to small clottings in the drop outlet. 
Just before entering the collecting cannula in the vein the blood was 
warmed up by means of a warm water jacket. The total volume in the flow 
loop was about 10 ml. 
4 .3 .2 F l o w r e g u l a t i o n ; f l o w r a t e d e t e c t i o n . 
The rol ler pump in use was equipped with an electronic speed control 
providing the regulation of the pump speed with an external DC-voltage. 
This facility was used for the control of the flow rate by means of the 
venous supply pres sure . For that purpose the pressure in the short-circuited 
venous cannulas was measured. After connection of the external flow chan­
nel the pump speed was adjusted such as to obtain the venous pressure value 
measured before connection. With both the output of the electromanometer 
and a proper reference signal fed into a differential amplifier the flow could 
be regulated from the amplifier output keeping the venous supply pressure 
constant within 2 mm Hg. This meant a virtual lowering of the resistance 
of the flow channel. 
The same amplifier signal was used for the continuous registration of 
the flow rate on a pen recorder (Rika-denki, 3 pen recorder) . This regis­
tration was an indispensable guidance during the experiment. Digital infor­
mation concerning the flow rate was obtained from a revolution counter con­
nected to the rol ler pump and was stored on the paper tape. 
During the measurement of the dilution curves the automatic control 
of the pump speed was switched off in order to maintain a constant blood 
flow rate . Usually the venous supply pressure during that time was constant 
which was decisive for the stability of the vascular system. 
4 . 3 . 3 R a d i a t i o n d e t e c t i o n . 
The У -radiation of the t racer mixture was measured by means of a 
scintillation detector (Philips, PW4119/30·, cr is tal size: D = 1-|", h = 2") 
in connection with two parallel systems each with a discriminator (PW4280; 
level discrimination for the Ε-signal, window discrimination for the I-signal) 
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and a scaler (PW 4234). The t imer (PW 4263) and the power supply (PW 4220) 
are not represented in the figure. Both signals were stored as a counting 
rate by pen recording and digitally on paper tape. 
The effectiveness of the collimation is shown in fig. 8 representing 
the detector sensitivity along the flow channel relative to the maximal sen-
24 131 
sitivity for the t racers ( Na and I) with the highest and the lowest Ύ -
energy values (2.75 MeV and 0.36 MeV). The difference between the effec­
tive volumes (about 0.4 ml) of the counting chambers for both isotopes is 
smaller than 3%. 
2 0 10 
volume (ml) 
·— count ing chamber—» in flow channe l 
Fig. S Relative detector sensitivity (rel. sens, {measured with a small tracer amount at various 
locations in the flow channel (locations indicated by the channel volume up to that 
location). Solid line ^ 1 ! , dashed line: 2 4 N a . 
A distortion of the dilution curve f(t) as represented by the detector 
output g(t) may be the result of the integration over the volume of the 
counting chamber. Therefore denoting the mean transit time through the 
counting chamber by At, 
i l t j - j j J lOir 
- ¥ 
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Using a Taylor expansion and neglecting fourth and higher order derivatives 
one finds: 
f(t) = B(t) - φ ψ B"(t) 
Extreme values of g"( t ) , increasing with decreasing vascular volume, were 
reached at the appearance and in the top of the dilution curves. Actually 
even for dilution curves showing little indicator dispersion the distortion 
was smaller than 5%. 
The adjustment of the discriminators was the result of a compromise 
between high sensitivity and high selectivity of the E - and the I-channel 
with the result that 10% of the sodium signal and 10% of the potassium sig­
nal was transferred to the I-channel. Reversely only when working with po­
tassium a fraction of 8% of the iodine signal was detected in the E-channel. 
In this way for each of the indicators about 1000 counts/sec could be mea­
sured in a 1%-dilution of the injection fluid, which was an ordinary value 
for the top concentration of actually measured dilution curves. 
4 .3 .4 S i g n a l s t o r a g e on p a p e r t a p e . 
With the storage-processor (fig. 9) the relevant information was stored 
on paper tape for further computer processing. The puncher (Teletype Cor­
poration) was started at the moment of indicator injection by means of a 
microswitch mounted on the syringe. Punching was stopped after the pas­
sage of the dilution curves when a preset number of revolutions of the 
rol ler pump was reached. This criterion for the duration of the data-stor­
age, for the length of the ' run ' , was very convenient a s it was independent 
of the flow ra te . Usually a reasonable value for the preset number (which 
could be changed during the run) was found after a few injections. 
The processor started punching, at preset time intervals (0.5, 1.0 
and 2.0 seconds), of pairs of four-digit numbers representing the total 
number of counts in the E - and the I-channel during that interval (sample-
time). The ser ies of E- and I-counts were preceded by eight characters 
indicating the s tart of the run, its type (experiment, calibration), the 
sample-time and the time of injection (run-time) measured in minutes after 
the moment of reset of the processor. An additional set of eight characters 
was used for a stop-code, an error-code (given when on command the run 
was broken off because of an experimental failure) and the number of pump 
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revolutions. Ьі between the runs the moments of important events occurring 
during the experiment could be stored on the tape. The paper tape was 
closed with a general end code. 
START 
г»«Ы-
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preset 
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I-CHANNEL 
Q-CHANNEL 
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END 
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\ 
START 
RUN TIMR 
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E4I COUNT 
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c v m 
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SHIFT 
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PAPER TAPE 
PUNCHER 
, 
Fig. 9 Diagram illustrating the informa lion processing by the storage processor. For further details 
see text: 4 . 3 . 4 . 
4.4 CALIBRATION. 
During each experiment the stroke volume of the pump was measured 
by counting the number of revolutions necessary for the displacement of a 
known volume. The stroke volume was independent from the pump speed 
and within a wide range from the inflow and outflow pressure and from the 
flow character is t ics of the fluid. The use of a fixed calibration value for 
each pump-tube size was not possible because of considerable variations in 
such a value caused by differences in the stretch of the tube each time it 
was tightened in the pump. 
For the calibration of the E - and I-counts in t e r m s of indicator con-
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centrations a known amount of the dog's blood was carefully mixed with a 
known amount of the t racer substance and pumped through the detection c i r -
cuit before it was connected to the venous cannulas. The detector signals 
so obtained, including at least 3 minutes of constant maximal activity, were 
stored as 'calibration run' on the paper tape together with a code indicating 
the t racer concentration in the test fluid (usually about 1%). 
In an early stage of this study much attention was given to a dynam-
ical calibration procedure. Therefore the detection circuit connected to the 
vascular system could be extended by means of a stop-cock with an art if i-
cial dispersing system consisting of a glass bead column. Dilution curves 
resulting from the injection of a known t racer amount into the column were 
used to calculate calibration values (Brakkee and Vendrik, 1969). This p ro-
cedure had some attractive features. For instance the data processing of a 
calibration run and an experimental run could be essentially the same which 
implied that with a calibration the complete procedure could be checked. 
Nevertheless the method was dropped as for several practical reasons re l i -
able resul ts were exceptional. The injection of a known small amount of 
t r ace r with a sufficient accuracy was rather difficult. In experiments with 
a small rest-flow rate the procedure was very time consuming. In that case 
also differences in the behaviour of E - and I-indicator in the glass bead col-
umn were apparent from inconstant E / l - ra t io values. Furthermore a more 
o r less progressive clotting occurred in the column giving rise to an inac-
ceptable t racer loss . When attempts had been made to avoid clotting with a 
silicone coating of all the glass surface an evident I-indicator loss occurred; 
for the same reason an appreciable remnant iodine activity in the counting 
chamber was detected. No significant t racer absorption could be found with 
the polyaethylene tube in use and with the carefully rinsed - not coated -
glass spiral as counting chamber. 
The question may ar ise whether selective t racer absorption may occur 
within the vascular bed. Indications for such a process from t racer exper i -
ments in isolated vascular beds are not found in the l i terature; an almost 
complete recovery (99%) is reported explicitely by Lassen (Levitt, 1970). 
Furthermore attention has been given in the l i terature to the process of 
radial t racer diffusion in tubes with a laminar flow, which may result in a 
separation of indicators with different diffusion constants (Lassen and Crone, 
1970). The constant E / l - ra t io obtained during the calibration procedure (see 
fig. 13, sect. 5.2) proves that within the flow channel between the animal 
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and the detector t racer separation was negligible. Also indications for an 
axial diffusion separation were absent. In the vascular system where lami­
nar flow is restr icted to parts of the transport vessels, such diffusion ef­
fects a re likely to be unimportant (Levitt, 1970). 
4 .5 DATA PROCESSING. 
The amount of data stored on the paper tape resulting from a com­
plete experiment could be rather large. When such an experiment included 
40 runs and the number of samples in each run averaged 200 the conse­
quence was that 16,000 4-digit numbers had to be handled. This has been 
done with the aid of an ШМ-360/50 computer. 
The first step in the data processing was an e r r o r control of the paper 
tape. Attention was given especially to the presence of possible disturbances 
in the detected counts prior to the appearance of the dilution curves as from 
this part in the next program the background was calculated. In the course 
of an experiment the I-indicator background activity increased gradually. 
The total increase caused by all indicator injections of the complete experi­
ment could easily be found from the paper tape. This information was used 
to calculate a mean value for the increase of the I-background per run due 
to recirculation. A pr ior i , assuming for a 25 kg dog a blood volume of 2 1 
and injecting 0.2 ml of an indicator with a detected activity of 1000 counts/ 
% sec, one could expect a background increase of about 10 counts/sec. F o r 
ordinary dilution curves such an increase corresponded to 1% of the top con­
centration. Because of the large E-indicator space the recirculation for that 
t racer was negligible. 
In a second computer program extensive calculations were carr ied out. 
The main features of that program are illustrated with the reduced flow 
diagram shown in fig. 10. F o r each run the information was read from the 
paper tape. From the set of E - and I-counts the total number of samples 
was found. That number together with the sample-time, the number of rev­
olutions and the stroke volume of the rol ler pump resulted into a value for 
the blood flow ra te . 
The background activity was calculated as a mean value for the count 
rate before the appearance of the indicator. A useful criterion for judging 
the indicator appearance was an enhanced activity in a sample as compared 
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Fig. 10 Reduced flow diagram of the computer program used for various signal transformations. 
Further details in 4 .5 . 
with the foregoing sample with at least 2 χ (background activity)^ with the 
additional condition of a higher activity in the next sample. The E- and I-
signals were obtained from the counts by subtraction of the background a c ­
tivity including the recirculation effect for iodine in the second half of the 
curve. Furthermore a channel correction - the correction for the mutual 
influencing of the E - and the I-channel - has been applied as well as a cor­
rection for the loss of E-indicator activity during the measurement due to 
natural decay. For half-life t imes of 14.9 h for sodium and of 12.4 h for 
potassium this effect could not be neglected with run-times up till 500 min. 
The natural decay for iodine (half-life time 8 d) was negligible. 
Next the E- and I-signals from the calibration run (s) were used to 
calculate calibration factors with which the experimental E- and I-signals 
were transferred into concentration values. The mean transit time (MTT) 
for the I-indicator (the value t . ) was calculated; multiplication with the now 
rate and subtraction of the measured cannula volume between venous outflow 
and counting chamber yielded the total blood volume within the vascular sys­
tem under study. The recovery for both t r a c e r s have been found as well. 
For further analysis the E Л-rat ios as well as the values of log E, 
log I and log E/I were important. Therefore these quantities have not only 
been listed (as the other quantities), but also represented graphically on the 
line printer output. An example of such a representation is given in fig. 
11 a and b showing the linear and the semilogarithmic plots of the E-, I-
and E/l-concentration values vs. time. 
Finally all the relevant quantities were stored on magnetic tape. The 
whole program was repeated for each run (except after an e r r o r code) and 
stopped with the general end code. 
In the third computer program the fundamental quantities, the flow and 
the volume fractions of the capillaries and the av-shunts, were calculated. 
For that purpose the sodium curves had to be corrected for the t racer 
wash-out of the tissue by extrapolation of the downslope of the E/l-ratio 
curve as discussed in chapter 3. The characterist ic parameters for that 
procedure, being an initial sample-number and a rate constant (the slope 
in the semilogarithmic representation) were obtained from the printer plots 
(fig. U b ) . 
In addition the extreme part of the I-indicator curve was approximated 
with an exponential function characterized by another parameter pair (initial 
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Fig. I la Example of a plot from the line printer of both tracer concentrations and their ratio as a 
function of time. 
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Fig. I I b Semiloganthmic representation on the line printer output of concentration values from the 
same data set as used for fig. П а . The dashed lines indicate the extrapolation of the 
с- . С -curve and the С / С -curve. 
sample and rate constant). This artificial curve tail was used for a more 
uniform termination of the run by defining the last sample as that sample 
for which the I-indicator concentration became 0. 01% (roughly 1% of the top 
concentration). When runs were terminated too soon during the experiment, 
in this way a reasonable extrapolation was obtained. In the case of too long 
experimental runs a shortening was in favour of the accuracy of the mea­
surement of the mean transit t ime. 
The calculation of the flow and volume fractions of capil laries and av-
shunts is based upon the analysis given in the foregoing chapter (section 3. 3.4). 
In short the procedure is as follows. The apparent shunt flow fraction qt, 
S C E (n) 
being the Е Л - r a t i o of the a r e a s under the dilution curves is found from 
Σ CjOi) 
The difference between the C_- and C.-curve can be used to find the mean 
E I 
Σ η fcjtn) - CE(n)} 
capillary transit time t _ calculating At . In order to 
Σ fCjtn) - C E (n)} 
find an experimental value for the capillary diffusion parameter d the q 4 -
values are plotted against t - . With the resulting d-value - o r an assumed 
value when the plot is not decisive - the recovered fraction of the capillary 
E-indicator fQ = exp Γ- d t p ] can be calculated for each run. Once the cap­
illary contribution to C_(n) is known, the apparent flow fraction can be 
transferred into the real one using form. (19): q
s
 = q 4 + Wl/-.. The total 
vascular volume V- results from the product of the total blood flow rate Q 
13 
Σ η СЛп) 
and the mean I-indicator t ransi t time t . = At . Afterwards the vol-
Σ Cjtn) 
urne distribution can easily be found realizing that the capillary blood vol-
u m e
 св
 =
 "c^c-
In a number of experiments in which the tissue t r a c e r (sodium) wash­
out was clearly recognizable in the tail of the ratio curve, a fourth com­
puter program was applied. In this program the I
r
(n)-values found in the 
previous analysis were used to calculate the capillary contribution to the 
Ε-indicator outflow Ε (η) by means of the relation presented in form. (18) 
(sect. 3.3.4). In this calculation the significance of the tissue wash-out 
Q
c
At 
depended on the value which was assumed for the parameter L. = . 
V V T 
With the proper L^-value for which estimated and calculated wash-out were 
equal, the size of the extravascular sodium space V™ was found. 
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4.6 ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS. 
In the case of skin measurements at the end of the experiment after 
the animals death both left and right hind paws were ligated and dissected 
at the height of the ankle joint. The E - and I-indicator activities of the 
paws were measured. The t racer activities of a known volume of the ani-
mals blood, taken off just before termination of the experiment were detected 
under the same geometric conditions. In that way the E - and I-indicator a c -
tivities in the paws could be expressed in equivalent blood volumes, i . e . in 
volumes with a t racer concentration equal to the concentration in the blood. 
4.7 RELIABILITY. 
The reliability of the quantitative information obtained in the animal 
experiments cannot be checked directly with an independent other method. 
Indirectly the validity of the procedure may appear from the consistency of 
the resul ts . Part ia l information was mainly obtained from in vitro experi-
ments. 
The calibration procedure was tested in a range of concentration val-
ues up till 6%. The differences between values found by weighting and val-
ues obtained from radiation detection were smaller than 1% even when the 
calibration of the detection circuit was based upon one measurement. This 
implied that generally the accuracy of the concentration value in a sample 
depended mainly on the -JN-fluctuation as the number of counts per sample 
almost never exceeded 10,000. 
More important was a check of the experimental procedure as a whole. 
In this connection the most serious problem was to find a reliable, art if i-
cial dispersing medium suitable for blood perfusion. Satisfying although la-
borious in vitro studies were performed with the glass bead column already 
mentioned in paragraph 4 .4 . It appeared that the mean difference between 
the detected amounts of E - and I-indicator was smaller than 2%. The dif-
ferences in the mean transit times calculated from both indicator curves 
were smaller than 3%; the mean value of the dilution volume of the E-indi-
cator was 2% greater than the corresponding volume of the I-indicator. For 
the first seven runs both volumes agreed within 4% with the volume mea-
sured during filling of the system. Later on the calculated volumes became 
smaller (up till 20%) due to blood clotting. Nevertheless, the agreement be -
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tween E - and I-volume values remained. The resul ts were independent of 
the flow ra te . 
The accuracy of the extrapolation procedure applied to the I-curve and 
the E/ l -curve was checked in one of the skin experiments. For that purpose 
the four parameter values (initial sample number and slope of both curves) 
were determined independently by two of the co-workers . The calculated 
flow and volume fractions differed absolutely not more than 1% and 2% r e -
spectively. 
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C H A P T E R 5 
THE E X P E R I M E N T S 
The quantitative information obtained from the experiments is the r e -
sult of an adequate experimental procedure. On the other hand such a p ro -
cedure is developed partly in view of some of the resul ts . During an exper-
iment actual resul ts may influence also the course of the procedure. In this 
connection the information obtained from the pen recorder output was indis-
pensable though not always sufficient as it will be discussed. 
5.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. 
The main purpose of the experiments was to find basic values for the 
blood flow and the blood volume distribution between the capillaries and the 
av-shunts in the indicated vascular a reas . Such values may be representa-
tive for these vascular systems under the particular conditions of this ex-
periment. Probably the most important and uncertain condition is the gen-
era l anaesthesia. 
The influence of the pentobarbital narcosis on the vascular system 
may be the reason of an increase of the central ar ter ia l blood pressure 
(Chenoweth and van Dyke, 1969) and of the heart rate and a cause of de -
crease of the stroke volume (Shabetai et al . , 1963). Peripherally the skin 
blood now may be increased (Waelen, 1963); quantitative information about 
that point is not available. The influence upon flow and volume distribution 
of the blood in the peripheral circulation is unknown. 
In this situation a superficial anaesthesia of constant depth was des i r -
able. An indication for the stability of the system was found in a generally 
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constant heart rate and ar ter ia l blood p r e s s u r e . The depth of the narcosis 
could roughly be judged during the course of the experiment from the p r e s ­
ence of the eye-lid closure reflex. 
Nevertheless a stable vasoactivity was not always present. This could 
be seen for instance from the reactions of the system upon the infusion of 
vasoactive drugs. Sometimes the reactivity increased and sometimes it de­
creased during the experiment. The instability was also demonstrated by 
spontaneously occurring changes especially volume changes in the skin area 
probably caused by reactions of the venous system. Furthermore it was 
found that after an induced temporal flow change, when the system had 
reached a new reference state, the foregoing reference values were not a l­
ways regained. 
Generally no serious problems arose from this variability which on 
the other hand was seen as an encouraging indication for an at least partly 
intact vascular system >. 
In view of these facts the general procedure was to evaluate each ap­
parently stable situation, in between o r during induced system changes with 
repeated indicator injections. Mean values of the flow and volume parame­
ters Q, q„ (cu), V_, ν« (ν-) were used as character is t ics for the system 
during that period. So in different periods of the experiment parameter val­
ues could be found from the unaffected system. These reference values were 
averaged in order to find one set of characterist ic quantities representative 
for the vascular system under study. Finally the general mean values of 
these parameters resulting from 15 skin experiments were taken as r e p r e ­
sentative for that vascular area under the given experimental conditions. In 
the same way basic parameter values were obtained from 9 muscle experi­
ments. In all skin measurements sodium was used as the E-indicator. In 
two experiments (13 and 15) in addition potassium dilution curves have been 
obtained. In the muscle area sodium was used solely in 3 experiments (1, 
2, 3), potassium in 2 experiments (B, 9) and both indicators in the other 
4 experiments. 
·) As the system changes are not always and not exclusively reflected by changes in the total flow 
rate, the information at this point during the experiment obtained from the pen recorder output is 
rather incomplete. In this connection an useful improvement can be reached by on-line computer 
analysis. 
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System changes have been introduced to elucidate the significance of 
the reference values and in the hope to obtain further information about the 
functional organization of the vascular system. Furthermore the induction 
of some system variations was necessary to provoke different values for the 
mean capillary transi t time t r I in order to find an experimental value for 
the capillary diffusion parameter d from the relation between the apparent 
shunt now fraction q4 and t - (section 3 .3 .4 , form. (19), fig. 5). 
For this purpose a simply realizable attempt that could be made was 
to change the ventilation rate usually from hyper- to hypoventilation. A d is -
advantage of this measure was the interference with the whole animal and 
the serious risk of worsening the general condition. 
In skin experiments an obvious physiological stimulus was a local t em-
perature change. In view of the experimental conditions (general anaesthesia, 
room temperature about 250C) one might expect that local cooling was the 
most effective procedure. This could be realized simply by blowing a i r over 
the foot paw which was moistened with alcohol. In this way the temperature 
of the skin measured superficially decreased till about 150C. 
In the present experimental set-up it was not possible to elicit vascu-
lar reactions in the muscle preparation by activation of the muscle by 
means of motor nerve stimulation. The vessel cannulation was too vulnera-
ble to allow muscle contractions. 
There are many possibilities to induce vascular reactions by means 
of the infusion of vasoactive drugs. However, it should have been far be -
yond the scope of this study to go into details concerning the influence of 
the various drugs upon the different system parameters . Relevant for this 
experiment was in the first place to have some reactions of different o r i -
gin. Therefore, in view of the experiences of Waelen (1963) with about the 
same vascular a reas and according to the kind suggestion of Prof. Dr. E . J . 
Ariëns (Department of Farmacology, University, Nijmegen) the vasoactive 
agents listed below were applied in order to obtain different vascular r eac -
tions (the application in the skin area is indicated by S, in the muscle 
a rea by M). Only in skin experiments the initial blood flow rates were 
high enough to get reliable results from the dilution curves during dimin-
ished blood flow. Generally this was not the case in muscle experiments. 
·) Here again important information fails during the ecpcnment, the value t and variations in that 
value cannot be judged directly from the recorder registration. 
GO 
vascular 
reaction 
constriction 
dilatation 
agent 
class 
Of -adrenergic ·1 
a -adrenolytic '2 
β -adrenergic ·3 
cholinergic '4 
histaminergic 
name 
noradrenaline 
1. piperoxan 
2. phentolamine 
isoprenahne 
acetychohne 
histamine 
area 
(S.M) 
S 
S.M 
S.M 
M 
S.M 
s 
dose rate (range) 
μ&/* 
0.1 - 0.3 
10 - 80 
1 - 8 
0.03 · 0.15 
3 - 10 
1 - 4 
·) Other class names which are frequently used: 1. a-sympathomimetic, 2. a-sympaiholytic; 
3. 0-sympathomimetic; 4. parasympathomimetic. 
The procedure of drug infusion was directed to the induction of some 
stable appreciable peripheral effect without important central effects. There­
fore infusion was started at a low rate and was gradually increased with 
small steps untili such a new circulatory level was reached. As it was not 
the intention to study the relation between dose and effect each stable effect 
was acceptable. Actually system changes of rather different magnitude have 
been obtained. 
For a rough orientation the range of dose rates which has been used 
is given above in the list of drugs. It may be noted that with the present 
experimental technique in principle more detailed information could be ob­
tained. For instance the concentration of the drug in the blood can be found 
by taking into account the blood flow rate and the fraction of the injected 
amount of I-indicator passing the detector (as it may be expected that the 
same fraction of the infused drug is diluted in the investigated vasculature). 
For the quantification of the effects of the various drugs on the capil­
laries and the av-shunts mean values for the blood flow rates and the blood 
volumes during drug infusion (with index 1): Q C 1 , Q s l , V C B 1 , V S B 1 have 
been compared with the corresponding values of the foregoing reference 
state (with index 0): Q
c o
, Q
s o
, V C B 0 , V S B 0 by calculation of the ratios 
(indicated by a prime) : 
Qc 
C l 0 S = 
SI CB1 V ' = • 
v
s 
SB1 
"CO ""SO СВ0 SB0 
All values QL, Q' V' , V¿ obtained in different experiments with one drug 
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in the same vascular area were averaged to find a mean value for the r e ­
sponse of that area to infusion of that drug. The scatter in such values is 
due mainly to the differences in the dose rates which were used and in the 
responsiveness of the various systems. The average value, which is only of 
limited significance, gives the direction of the vascular response and rough­
ly indicates its magnitude. 
ot-adr α-a vent 
lytic 2 lytl *• 
40 run-nr 
Fig. 12 Survey of the sequence of the indicator injections (runs) during a skin area experiment (S10). 
The total blood flow rate О and the av-shunt flow fraction q are represented in the upper 
part of the figure, the total blood volume V and the av-shunt volume fraction ν in the 
lower part. Hatched areas indicate periods of induced system changes. Three of the runs (run 
numbers indicated by an astnx) could not be used for parameter evaluation. 
As a representative illustration of the general experimental procedure 
and in advance of the presentation of the skin results in fig. 12 a survey is 
given of the successive indicator injections and periods of drug infusion of 
one of the skin experiments (S10). In the upper part of the figure the total 
flow rate Q and the av-shunt fraction of the now q 4 are plotted; in the 
lower part the corresponding volume parameters ν _ and v„ are given. P e ­ls о 
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riods of induced system changes are indicated by hatched bands. Similar 
points are interconnected by straight - solid o r dashed - lines; from such 
lines no conclusions can be drawn about intermediate values. 
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 
The results of the experiments and the computer analysis will be given 
in the sequence in which they a re obtained and separately presented for the 
skin and the muscle area. In view of the numerous data a considerable r e ­
duction in the representation will be necessary. So of the original dilution 
curves only a few specimen will be used as an illustration of the fundamental 
character is t ics which have been discussed. Also the various stages of the 
analysis of the curves will be elucidated only with representative examples. 
A result which is independent of the vascular area under study is ob­
tained with the calibration procedure. In fig. 13 an example of a calibration 
curve for both indicators as well as the computed concentration ratio is given. 
CDNC (?6) D . C E 
* **0 00 0** • 00 0 » »00* ·•· * • »0 «0 * 
»MMMOO-ttiMMttOM'OM^MIM'COtGttO« 0 «HMO« η»··ο»*Μοα 
10 о о 0 • 
TIME x 90 SEC 
Fig. 13 Line printer output illustrating the detected signal during the calibration procedure. 
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5.2.1 S k i n a r e a . 
A typical dilution curve pair (with sodium as an E-indicator) resulting 
from a skin experiment is given in fig. 14a. The sodium wash-out of the 
tissue is evident from the increasing tail of the concentration ratio curve. 
This part of the curve may be more o r less pronounced; sometimes an in­
crease is absent. The transformation of the curves which is the result of 
the exponential approximation of the tail of the C.-curve and the correction 
of the C F -curve for the tissue wash-out (see 4.5) can be judged from 
fig. 14b. The constituting contributions of capil laries and av-shunts which 
are used for the calculation of the system parameters (section 4. 5) a re i l­
lustrated in fig. 14c. 
45 00 60 00 75 00 
TIME IN SEC. 
Fig. 14a Typical dilution curve pair and calculated concentration ratio values obtained in a skin area 
experiment with sodium as an Ε-indicator. The curves are obtained by interconnection of 
adjacent sample points (dots). Marking symbols are plotted at regular distances. 
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IJ.OO 60 00 75.00 
TIME IN SEC. 
Fig. 14b Transformation of the dilution curves of fig. 14a. 
The exponential approximation of the tail of the C.-curve (I-CONC. ) starts at time 90 sec. 
The exponential extrapolation of the ratio values starts at t ime 60 sec. Both procedures 
define the transformed С -curve (E-CONC). 
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Fig. 14c The ultimately calculated contributions of the capillaries and the av-shunts to the dilution 
curves of fig. 14a. 
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5 .2 .1 .1 Values for d and f. 
For the calculation of the contribution of the capillaries to the C,--
curve a value for the capillary diffusion parameter d is needed (see 3.3.4) 
which may be found from the experimental relation between the apparent 
shunt flow fraction q- and the mean capillary transi t time t r . An i l lustra-
tion of this procedure is given in fig. 15a which is based upon the data of 
exp. SI. (This figure is comparable with fig. 5 (section S.'Z.A) resulting 
from the theoretical analysis.) The value of the d-parameter obtained from 
this relation is 0.04 sec" . In 9 experiments a s imilar evaluation of this 
parameter was possible. Values between 0.04 and 0.10 sec have been 
found with a mean of 0. 07 sec" . 
Fig. 15a Apparent shunt Flow fraction q*. measured in the skin experiment SI, plotted against the 
mean capillary transit time t . The experimental relation (solid line) is resolved in a 
constant and an exponential term (dashed lines) from which the d-parameter can be 
obtained. Solid circles represent values for the unaffected system; open circles represent 
induced system values. 
In the other skin experiments such a direct evaluation of d was not 
possible. In fig. 15 b this situation is illustrated with the q_ vs . t _ plot 
of experiment S8 showing no evident dependency of q4 upon t - . Usually, 
more o r less extreme locations of various points in such plots can be un-
derstood from the kind of drug action they represent . In such cases a fixed 
d-value of 0.05 sec" has been assumed for further analysis. Generally this 
value was compatible with the experimental data; the assumed d-value was 
comparatively low to avoid each overestimation of the av-shunt contribution 
GG 
(further details: section 6.1). In table 2 of the next paragraph for each ex­
periment the d-value is given. 
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Fig. 15b A similar plot as represented in fig. 15a - resulting from another skin experiment (S8) 
which cannot be used for an experimental evaluation of the d-parameter. 
Once the d-parameter is determined the f_-values ( ί
Ω
 = exp - dt
r
 ) 
can be calculated for each individual t - value of an experiment. Actually, 
ra ther different values ranging from 0.0 to 0.6 have been found. For a 
rough orientation mean Г_ values found in the reference state, have been 
presented in the next paragraph. 
5.2.1.2 Reference values for flow and volume distribution. 
Mean values for Q, q 4 , V_ and v 4 found in the various reference 
states of an experiment a re averaged to find the character is t ics for that 
experiment (see section 5.1). This procedure is illustrated in table 1 with 
the data of one of the experiments (S10, fig. 12). Five reference periods 
have been evaluated with successive runs; for each parameter the range and 
a general mean is presented in the bottom line. In addition the f_ values 
a re listed. 
The character is t ic flow and volume parameter values of all skin ex­
periments are given in table 2 as well as the corresponding general mean 
values (with standard deviation in the mean σ ) which are representative 
for the unaffected skin a r e a in this animal preparation. In addition values 
for d and f^  are listed. (Assumed d-values are underlined. ) 
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TABLE 1 
EXP. SIO 
d=0.05 s" 1 
RUN 
nr 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
11 
12 
17 
18 
19 
20 
24 
25 
29 
30 
31 
TIME 
min 
76 
80 
87 
92 
97 
138 
142 
188 
191 
195 
198 
247 
250 
294 
298 
301 
RANGE MEAN 
REFERENCE VALUES 
Q Q 
ml/s 
0.20 
0.24 
0.24 0.24 
0.25 
0.25 
0.35 
0.35 
0.34 
0.36 
0.36 
0.33 
0.30 
0.30 
0.22 
0.21 
0.20 
0.17 
0.18 0.18 
0.18 
0.17 
0.26 
0.36 
73 
73 
71 74 
76 
76 
67 
66 
65 
61 
73 
67 
67 
68 
75 
74 
73 
54 
67 59 
57 
54 
68 
76 
V V 
В В 
ml 
2.6 
3.2 
3.4 3.4 
3.4 
4.5 
6.6 
6.8 
6.9 
7.0 
6.1 
6.2 
5.9 
5.9 
4.7 
4.2 
3.7 
4 .3 
4.0 4.1 
4.0 
2.6 
4.9 
7.0 
53 
53 
50 52 
53 
53 
39 
37 
35 
36 
46 
43 
41 
47 
53 
56 
58 
47 
56 51 
50 
35 
48 
58 
27 
25 
25 22 
20 
14 
13 
12 
11 
17 
15 
16 
15 
16 
17 
19 
20 
21 
19 22 
25 
11 
18 
27 
68 
TABLE 2 
EXP 
S 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
d 
-1 
sec 
0.04 
0.06 
0.07 
0.05 
0.08 
0.08 
0.10 
0.05 
0.06 
0.05 
0.10 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
GENERAL MEAN 
% 
9 
9 
20 
7 
8 
3 
11 
5 
20 
18 
10 
5 
28 
13 
11 
t о 
f Q 
range 
3 
14 
0 
20 
1 
57 
2 
13 
0 
17 
0 
9 
0 
25 
0 
27 
0 
62 
11 
27 
0 
28 
2 
15 
14 
46 
4 
26 
0 
33 
m 
ml/s 
0.16 
0.19 
0.38 
0.35 
0.25 
0.19 
0.35 
0.15 
0.46 
0.26 
0.19 
0.26 
0.26 
0.25 
0.18 
0.26 _ 
Q 
range 
.10 
.20 
.12 
.30 
.29 
. 6 3 
.24 
. 5 1 
.12 
.52 
.12 
.27 
.20 
.48 
.04 
.31 
.10 
.84 
.17 
.36 
.10 
.29 
.19 
.30 
.18 
.28 
.15 
.38 
.08 
.24 
l .02 
t 
58 
78 
65 
61 
59 
80 
85 
85 
80 
68 
73 
89 
88 
90 
82 
76 
q
s 
range 
52 
63 
65 
90 
51 
90 
61 
76 
45 
70 
58 
88 
72 
94 
60 
98 
51 
99 
54 
76 
60 
88 
78 
94 
85 
91 
70 
96 
63 
92 
+ 3 
в 
ml 
6.1 
5.0 
8.7 
11 
6.4 
5.5 
3.1 
3.1 
6.3 
4.9 
2.9 
5.7 
5.8 
4.0 
4.0 
5.5 
range 
3.4 
7.7 
3.0 
8.0 
2.9 
24 
6.5 
18 
1.7 
11 
2.9 
12 
1.9 
7.5 
2.2 
4.2 
1.3 
27 
2.6 
7.0 
2.2 
3.9 
4.4 
7.0 
5.0 
6.9 
2.7 
9.2 
3.0 
6.6 
+ 0.5 
% 
31 
56 
58 
41 
44 
60 
64 
64 
67 
48 
58 
71 
85 
78 
68 
60 
V
s 
range 
16 
48 
32 
77 
45 
84 
32 
56 
34 
56 
49 
73 
35 
79 
44 
77 
28 
97 
35 
58 
49 
74 
62 
80 
84 
93 
40 
90 
52 
80 
+ 3 
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5.2.1 .3 Induced values for flow and volume distribution. 
Induced system changes have been quantified - as pointed out in 5.1 -
by calculation of the ratios between the system parameters before and dur­
ing the changing procedure (with the additional index 0 and 1 respectively). 
As an illustration the data which have been used to find characterist ic val­
ues for the effect of phentolamine are presented in table 3. 
TABLE 3 
EXP 
S 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
10 
14 
REFERENCE VALUES 
Q Q CO SO 
ml/s 
0.06 0.10 
0.17 0.19 
0.13 0.12 
0.04 0.36 
0.12 0.40 
0.07 0.11 
0.03 0.13 
V V 
CB0 SB0 
ml 
3.1 1.8 
4.9 4.8 
5.1 3.6 
0.7 1.6 
6.3 5.1 
2. 0 2.1 
1.4 2.9 
INDUCED VALUES 
Q Q 
ml/s 
0.17 0.38 
0.20 0.30 
0.06 0.46 
0.03 0.42 
0.06 0.57 
0.03 0.09 
0.02 0.33 
V V 
CB1 SB1 
ml 
1.5 1.5 
4.0 5.0 
2.7 3.2 
0.7 1.8 
3.2 4.9 
0.9 1.8 
0.5 3.1 
INDUCED FLOW AND VOLUME CHANGES: PHENTOLAMINE MEAN 
a
m 
RATIOS 
O' O' 
2.7 3. 9 
1.2 1.6 
0.5 3.7 
0.8 1.2 
0.5 1.4 
0.4 0.8 
0.7 2.5 
1.0 2.2 
0.3 0.4 
V
C
 v
s 
0.5 0.8 
0.8 1.2 
0.5 0.9 
1.0 1.1 
0.5 0.9 
0.5 0.9 
0.4 1.1 
0.6 1.00 
0.1 0. 05 
Changes in the flow rate and the blood volume of the capillaries and 
av-shunts as obtained with various procedures are presented in table 4a. 
For further illustration of the system responses the diagram of fig. 16 
might be useful. In this diagram one finds what may be expected when the 
various measures act on a 'standard' skin area i . e . a hypothetical system 
with flow fractions (q and q
s
 ) and volume fractions (ν„ and Vg.) equal 
to the general mean values found in this study (bottom line, table 2). These 
quantities are represented by broad bar s to the left of the vertical axis. 
The heights of s imilar b a r s to the right represent for each measure the 
values Q ¿ q c o , % ς 8 0 ' ^ C v C 0 a n d ^S v S0 " l i s t e d i n ЫЫе 4 b " w h i c h a r e 
the induced flow rates and volumes expressed as a percentage of the unaf-
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TABLE 4a 
SKIN INDUCED FLOW AND VOLUME CHANGES 
STIMULUS 
(V) 
VENTILATION 
LOCAL 
COOLING l ' 
NORADRENALINE (Ν) 
PIPEROXAN (Ρ) 
PHENTOLAMINE 
(RECITINE) ( ' 
ACETYLCHOLINE (A) 
HISTAMINE (Η) 
Ν« 
4 
5 
5 
12 
7 
5 
6 
¿ C 
4.0 
1.5 
2.0 
0.5 
0 .6 
0.1 
5.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0 .3 
2 .2 
0.4 
3.7 
0.8 
3.0 
0.5 
3.4 
0.8 
0.5 
0.1 
1.4 
0 .2 
2 .2 
0.4 
1.8 
0.2 
2 .1 
0.2 
CTm 
1.5 
0.5 
0.7 
0.1 
0.7 
0.1 
3.1 
0.4 
0.6 
0.1 
1.0 
0.2 
1.1 
0.2 
^S 
1.2 
0 .1 
1.2 
0.2 
0.7 
0.1 
1.3 
0 .1 
1.00 
0.05 
0.9 
0 .2 
1.2 
0 .2 
'N: number of observations 
TABLE 4b TABLE 4c 
INDUCED PARAMETER VALUES 
FOR STANDARD SYSTEM WITH (in % of Q , V ): q = 24 q = 76 V C 0 = 4 0 v s = 6 0 
STIM. 
V 
С 
N 
Ρ 
R 
A 
Η 
in % of Q 
Ò C q C0 ° m 
100 40 
so io 
14 2 
120 25 
24 7 
50 10 
90 20 
ÒsqS0 CTm 
230 40 
260 60 
40 7 
110 15 
170 30 
140 15 
160 15 
in?„ofVBo 
VCO г^л 
60 20 
28 4 
28 5 
120 15 
24 4 
40 8 
45 10 
V'v σ 
S SO m 
72 6 
70 15 
42 6 
78 7 
60 3 
55 10 
70 15 
in % of Q 
q Q σ 
Ч
С1 4 S 1 m 
30 70 5 
16 84 2 
26 74 4 
52 48 4 
12 88 3 
26 74 4 
36 64 4 
i n % o f V
n t Bl 
V C 1 *S1 CTm 
45 55 5 
29 71 3 
40 60 6 
61 39 3 
29 71 3 
42 58 5 
39 61 5 
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Changes in flow parameters (upper part) and volume parameters (lower part) of a "standard' 
skin area (REF) induced by various stimuli indicated by the capitals V, C, N . . . etc. 
(explanation in table 4a). Broad bars to the right of the vertical axis illustrate induced 
parameter values - capillaries: open bars, av-shunts: dashed bars - expressed as fractions of 
the total blood flow rate or volume of the unaffected system. The same quantities expressed 
as fractions of the induced total flow rate or volume are indicated by narrow bars (further 
details in text: 5.1 and 5 . 2 . 1 . 3 ) . 
fected, total flow rate Q and blood volume Vp.. respectively. To judge 
changes in the distribution between capillaries and av-shunts the quantities 
involved (Q' Qp- etc .) have to be expressed as fractions of the induced to­
tal flow rate Q 1 and volume V ^ . These new fractions q ^, q s l > ν and 
v<51 a r e listed in table 4c and represented in fig. 16 by narrow b a r s . 
5 .2.1.4 Values for L· and V T . 
For a number of sodium curves in which the influence of tissue t r a c e r 
wash-out was clearly recognizable the wash-out contribution to the C_-curve 
could be approximated using form. 18 (section 3.3.4) assuming a value for 
the parameter L. being the l/E-volume ratio of both indicator spaces: 
v-
Q C M (for further details, see section 4.5). 
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Fig. 17 Reconstruction of the С -curve of fig. 14a based upon the capillary and the av-shunt 
contributions as represented in fig. 14c assuming a paramerer value f . The dashed lines 
indicate the position of ratio values calculated with 2f or Г„/2. The mean position of the 
original ratio points is indicated by the dotted band. 
An example of the result of such a procedure is given in fig. 17. The 
computed C_-curve and ratio-curve of this figure are based upon the data 
IL 
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TABLE 5 
of fig. 14c and they have to be compared therefore with fig. 14a. To facil­
itate this comparison in fig. 17 the mean position of the original C^/C,-
pointe is indicated by a dotted band. Fur ther­
more, the dashed lines in the figure indicate 
the change in the position of the computed ratio 
curve caused by changing f
v
 by a factor 2. 
This curve fitting procedure resulted into 
_3 
a value for L. (in fig. 16: L. = 3 χ 10 ) which 
implied that with known values Q and Δί a val­
ue for the dilution volume of the E-indicator 
V T could be found. For a number of experi­
ments individual L. and V— values have been 
used to estimate a reference value for both 
quantities which was representative for that 
experiment. 
In table 5 such representative values f
v 
and V T a re given for those experiments in 
which the curve fitting procedure could be ap­
plied. 
EXP. 
S. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
10 
11 
12 
14 
15 
"
f
v 
% 
0.2 
0.3 
0.2 
0.2 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
0.7 
0.5 
\ 
ml 
20 
40 
70 
50 
4.0 
20 
4.0 
3.0 
3.0 
7.0 
5.2.2 M u s c l e a r e a . 
Generally for several reasons the muscle experiments offer more 
problems than the skin measurements. The vessel preparation is more dif­
ficult on anatomical grounds. The blood flow rate relative to the vascular 
volume is considerably smal ler . Consequently the mean transit times are 
larger and the duration of the dilution curves is longer. This requires a 
better stability of the vascular system and makes the evaluation of the 
same situation - especially induced system states - by means of repeated 
injection more problematic. Usually also the fraction of the injected I-indi-
cator amount passing the detector is smaller (I-indicator recovery in a skin 
experiment amounts 70-80%, in a muscle experiment 20-30%). Therefore 
the concentrations are lower and the fluctuations a re relatively increased. 
The general shape of a dilution curve pair obtained in a muscle ex­
periment with sodium as the E-indicator is illustrated with the specimen 
of fig. 18a. For this illustration smoothed curves were obtained by the cal­
culation of a sliding average over each three adjacent samples. In compar-
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ison with dilution curves from skin experiments the Ε-indicator recovery is 
smaller as can be judged from the initial part of the curves. Consequently 
there is an appreciable tissue wash-out causing a marked increase of the 
CpVC.-curve. Therefore the problem a r i s e s to correct the C F -curve for 
this tissue wash-out. The only reasonable possibility is the extrapolation of 
the initial part of the ratio curve with a constant value (section 3.3.3 and 
fig. 3c). 
40 00 50.00 
TIME IN SEC. 
Fig. 18a Typical dilution curve pair and calculated concentration ratio values obtained in a muscle 
area experiment with sodium as an E-indicator. 
The results of this correction procedure (in this case extrapolation 
s tar ts at the top of the curves) are represented in fig. 18b. In the further 
analysis, taking into account the effect of an imcomplete exchange (as ex­
plained in section 3.3.4), the separated contributions from capillaries and 
av-shunts are obtained as shown in fig. 18c. 
An improvement of the extrapolation procedure is possible in those 
experiments in which both sodium and potassium have been used as E-indi­
cator. This may be illustrated with the figures 19a and 19b showing dilu-
75 
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Fig. 18b Transformation of the С -curve (E CONC. ) of fig. 18a based upon the С -curve (I-CONC. ) 
and the extrapolated С /С -ratio values. 
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Fig. 18c The ultimately calculated contributions of the capillaries and the av-shums to the dilution 
curves of fig. 18a. 
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Fig. 19a Dilution curve pair and calculated ratio curve obtained in a muscle area with sodium as an 
Ε-indicator. These curves have to be compared with those of fig. 19b. 
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Fig. 19b Dilution curves obtained in the same experimental situation as the curves of fig. 
this case the Ε-indicator is potassium. 
14a. In 
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tion curves obtained with successive indicator injections in the same exper­
iment and during the same stable period. In the first run (fig. 19a) the in­
jected E-indicator was sodium, in the second run potassium (fig. 19b). The 
difference in both curves especially in the ratio curve i l lustrates most evi­
dently the effect of tissue wash-out. When this contribution to the C F -curve 
i s absent, as it is the case with potassium, the tail of the ratio curve ap­
pears to decline sharply. This means that the wash-out correction of the 
sodium curve by means of a horizontal extrapolation of the ratio curve is 
incorrect and leads to an overestimation of the av-shunt contribution. For 
the improved extrapolation the shape of the ratio curve of a corresponding 
potassium Injection has been used. In this case the shunt flow fraction is 
reduced with 5%, the volume fraction with almost 
5 .2 .2 .1 Values for d and f Q· 
Fig. 20 Apparent shunt flow fraction q* measured in a muscle experiment (МЭ), plotted against the 
mean capillary transit t ime t . The experimental relation (solid Une) is resolved in a 
constant and an exponential term (dashed lines) from which the d-parameter can be obtained. 
Solid circles represent values for the unaffected system, open circles represent induced system 
values. 
As in the skin measurements (section 5.2.1.1) an experimental value 
for the d-parameter could be found from the q 4 vs . t - plot. Usually the 
picture was even more c lear because of the substantial capillary contribu­
tion. An example of such a plot is given in fig. 20; the resulting d-value 
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is 0. 06 sec . In eight of the nine experiments in this way a d-value could be 
found. In one experiment (Ml) the variations in t - were too small for an ex-
-1 perimental evaluation. In that case a comparatively low value d = 0.02 sec 
was used to avoid an overestimation of the av-shunt contribution. 
The results are presented in table 6 of the next paragraph together 
with mean values for f_ found from reference points. 
5.2.2.2 Reference values for flow and volume distribution. 
The same procedure as used in the skin area measurements has been 
applied in the muscle experiments to find characterist ic flow and volume 
parameters for the unaffected system. The results are presented in table 6 
which is comparable with table 2 of the skin data. 
In the bottom line of the table the characterist ic general mean values 
for the vascular system of this muscle area preparation a re presented. 
TABLE 6 
EXP. 
M 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
d 
-1 
sec 
0.02 
0.09 
0.06 
0.05 
0.015 
0.025 
0.020 
0.020 
0.05 
fQ 
% range 
20 16 
25 
17 3 
38 
18 0 
38 
20 8 
36 
16 6 
22 
5 1 
11 
7 1 
13 
3 0 
18 
1 0 
1 
GENERAL MEAN + σ,,, 
Q 
ml/s tange 
.021 .020 
.022 
.069 .047 
.084 
.15 .06 
.33 
.070 .059 
.080 
.025 .018 
.038 
. 025 .021 
.032 
.023 .017 
.027 
.057 .037 
.093 
.035 .011 
.091 
.053 + . 0 1 3 
q
s 
% range 
8 0 
10 
25 11 
34 
31 14 
48 
15 0 
38 
24 11 
35 
45 27 
50 
34 22 
47 
40 33 
44 
60 52 
75 
31 + 5 
в 
ml range 
1.6 1.5 
1.7 
1.7 1.0 
3.3 
4.6 3.1 
6.8 
2.0 1.2 
2.6 
2.8 1.9 
3.8 
3. 0 2. 6 
3.5 
2.8 2.2 
3.9 
8.7 5.8 
10.6 
5.6 3.2 
9.8 
3.6 + 0 . 7 
v
s 
% range 
8 0 
10 
25 11 
34 
31 14 
48 
15 0 
37 
17 6 
22 
35 14 
40 
27 17 
38 
23 9 
36 
51 39 
61 
26 + 4 
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5.2.2 .3 Induced values for flow and volume distribution. 
The influence of various procedures upon the flow and volume p a r a m e ­
t e r s of the muscle area a re quantified as explained ear l ie r (see 5.1 and 
5.2.1.3) and are listed in table 7a. Furthermore the consequences of these 
procedures for a 'standard' system are illustrated in a s imilar way as for 
the skin data by means of the diagram in fig. 21 (comparable with fig. 16). 
The various quantities involved are listed in table 7b and 7c (corresponding 
to the skin results in table 4b and 4c). 
TABLE 7a 
MUSCLE INDUCED FLOW AND VOLUME CHANGES 
STIMULUS 
+
 " " (V) VENTILATION k ' 
PIPEROXAN (P) 
PHENTOLAMINE 
(RECITINE) 
ISOPRENALINE (I) 
ACETYLCHOLINE (A) 
N· 
7 
5 
4 
7 
5 
0.8 
0.1 
1.7 
0.2 
2.2 
0.3 
2.5 
0.5 
2.9 
0.2 
CT
m 
0.8 
0.1 
2.6 
0.6 
2.6 
0.3 
2.9 
0.8 
6.0 
1.5 
;
c 
0.8 
0.1 
1.1 
0.2 
0.91 
0.04 
0.9 
0.1 
0.8 
0.2 
0
m 
1.0 
0.1 
1.9 
0.4 
1.17 
0.04 
1.3 
0.2 
2.0 
0.5 
•N: number of observations 
TABLE 7b TABLE 7c 
INDUCED PARAMETER VALUES 
FOR STANDARD SYSTEM WITH (in % of Q , V ): q = 69 q = 31 ν = 74 ν = 26 
STIM. 
V 
Ρ 
R 
I 
A 
m%of Q0 
Òb4C0 a m 
55 7 
120 15 
150 20 
170 40 
200 15 
ÒSqS0 CTm 
25 3 
80 7 
80 10 
90 30 
180 50 
, n % o f V B 0 
V C O CTm 
59 7 
80 15 
67 3 
70 7 
60 15 
V s o CTm 
26 2 
50 10 
30 1 
34 5 
50 15 
in % of Q 
q Cl 4S1 CTm 
69 31 2 
60 40 3 
65 35 1 
65 35 3 
53 47 S 
in % of V 
Bl 
VC1 VS1 *ш 
69 31 2 
61 39 2 
69 31 2 
67 33 2 
54 46 2 
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Fig. 21 Changes in the flow parameters flipper part) and volume parameters (lower part) of a 
"standard" skin area (REF) induced by various stimuli indicated by the capitals V, P, R etc. 
(explanation in table 7a). Broad bars to the right of the vertical axis illustrate induced 
parameter values - capillaries: open bars, av-shunts: dashed bars - expressed as fractions of 
the total blood flow rate or volume of the unaffected system. The same quantities expressed 
as fractions of the induced total flow rate or volume are indicated by narrow bars (further 
details in text: 5.1 and 5. 2. 2. 3). 
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5.2.2.4 Values for L. and V, 
The difficulties with the extrapolation 
procedure and the increase of the fluctuations 
reflect themselves in the accuracy of the r e ­
construction procedure (of course applied only 
for sodium curves). The results obtained with 
the curves of fig. 18c in order to regain 
fig 18a are presented in fig 22. The f -
value in this case was 0 .01. Representative 
values f
v
 and V-, for some of the experi­
ments are given in table 8 
TABLE 8 
EXP. 
M 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
?V 
% 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
0.3 
0.6 
^ T 
ml 
1.5 
3.0 
8.0 
4.0 
6.0 
3.0 
4l 00 30 00 40 00 50 00 
TIME IN SEC. 
Fig. 22 Reconstruction of the С -curve of fig. 18a based upon the capillary and the av-shunt 
contributions as represented in fig. 18c. The mean position of the original ratio curve is 
indicated by the dotted band. 
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C H A P T E R 6 
D I S C U S S I O N 
Several aspects of the present investigation need further comment and 
critical annotations. For the arrangement of the various discussion points 
the same sequence will be used as for the presentation of the experimental 
resul ts . The discussion of the findings obtained in skin and muscle area, 
however, will be taken together to facilitate their mutual comparison. 
6.1 CAPILLARY PERMEABILITY. 
The quantification of the capillary contribution to the Cp-curve is an 
essential element in the analysis of the experimental data. Without the prop­
e r evaluation of this contribution the validity of a discrimination between 
capil laries and av-shunts becomes questionable. 
It has been pointed out in chapter 3 that information about exchange 
properties of the capillaries could be obtained experimentally from the q,, 
vs. F - plot, both measurable quantities related by q* = q - + q-, exp [ - d t _ ] . 
Therefore a speculation was made about the absence of systematic cu (q^) 
changes with spontaneous o r induced variations of the system parameters . 
Д 
Furthermore it has been assumed that the parameter d = Ρ ^ — was inde-
V C B 
pendent of system changes. In the l iterature permeability changes relevant 
for this study are reported in response to histamine (Spector, 1958) and in 
reaction upon long lasting severe hypoxemia (Landis and Pappenheimer, 
1963). As histamine reactions have been measured generally at the end of 
an experiment no other values are influenced by a possibly increased per­
meability. P-changes due to the rather limited and brief changes in the 
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Ventilation ra te , a s applied in this study are highly unlikely. With the substitu-
2 V C tion A = , assuming a system with cylindrical capillaries of mean r a -
Г
 A 2 V C dius г (total capillary volume V-) the ratio - ^ — can be replaced by — · -r: . 
С V C B r V C B 
As capil laries a re not contractile (Wiedemann, 1963) only minor changes in r 
which result from changes in the intra-capillary pressure may occur. 
V C Variations in -=т— are supposed to be small. This implies that variations 
V C B 
in the number of open capil laries a re supposed to be accompanied by pro­
portional changes in the volume of the transport vessels. With decreasing 
Vp values this proportionality may be influenced by a constant blood vol­
ume in the large transport vessels in ser ies with the capillary system (see 
also 6.4). 
The experimental results at this point were quite satisfactory. In a 
majority of the measurements a clear relation between q- and ! _ was ob­
tained which was consistent with the results of the model analysis; no con­
flicting results were found. Therefore these results were seen as a confir­
mation of the validity of the applied analysis. 
In principle the d-value, as a quantity describing the vascular permea­
bility, depends not only on the properties of the vascular system but also 
on the kind of indicator being used, especially on its diffusion propert ies . 
As the ratio of the diffusion coefficients of sodiumchloride and potassium-
chloride in a physiological concentration equals 0.8 (Am. Inst, of Physics 
Handbook, 1957) one may expect to find the same ratio for the d-values 
found with sodium and potassium. However, in the various measurements 
in which both indicators have been used the scatter in the points of the q
s 
vs. t p plot is too large to find different d-values. Whether the successive 
q« values from Na and К injections during the same stable state in an ex­
periment show any significant difference depends on the magnitude of the 
capillary contribution qp exp I - d t ρ J to the C E - c u r v e . Actually there have 
been two such situations showing differences in sodium and potassium val­
ues explicable by different d-values. 
The magnitude of the d-parameter, which is related to the capillary 
permeability may be compared with the corresponding quantities reported in 
the l i terature. Most information at this point is obtained in controlled 
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perfused vascular preparations and results from i .a . step-function injections 
of radioactive potassium or rubidium in combination with a reference t r a c e r 
substance. Usually the extraction E (see form. (4), chapter 3) is calculated 
from the steady-state outflow concentrations of both t r a c e r s . Insertion of E 
into form. (7) leads to quantification of the product PS (permeability χ sur­
face area) expressed in the same units as used for the blood flow rate Q: 
ml/min . 100 g tissue. ) 
Working with 8 6 RbCl in the isolated forelimb of the dog. Baker (1967, 
1968, 1970) finds PS between about 2. 5 and 6. 0 . In the publications of Renkin 
(1959a, 1959b, 1966, 1968) concerning experiments with the isolated perfused 
gracilis muscle of the dog one finds PS ranging from 4.0 to 15.0 obtained 
with both potassium and rubidium. About the same range is found by 
Yudilevich et a l . (1968) in the same muscle preparation. In general higher 
PS-values are obtained when the calculation of the extraction is based upon 
the initial part of the venous concentration curves. The lower steady-state 
extraction has been declared by assuming a non-negligible extravascular in­
dicator concentration. 
Before comparing the l i terature data with the findings of the present 
investigation it may be noted that the PS-calculations were carr ied out with­
out taking into account a possible av-shunt fraction. In the case that actual­
ly such a fraction is present, the resulting PS-value will be relatively low. 
When for example the shunt flow fraction of 0.3 found in the present muscle 
area preparation has to be declared totally by an incomplete capillary ex­
change, a value of 0.015 s instead of 0.04 s has to be assumed for 
the capillary diffusion parameter d. 
In the present study the mean experimental value for d as measured 
in the skin area was 0.07 s . For the general mean system, with standard 
parameter values, V-,- = 2.2 ml. In that case: PA = 0.15 ml. s = 
9 ml. min" . From the additional measurements of the I-indicator activities 
in the dissected foot and in a blood sample a relative blood volume in the 
foot of 5% was found. With a specific mass of 1.2 one finds (PA) , . =*. 
7 ml/min. 100 g. In the same way from d = 0.04 s~ for the 'standard' 
muscle area (parameter values: bottom line table 6) a value (PA) , =* 
8 ml/min. 100 g was found. 
*) Referring to literature data the symbol S will be used instead of the letter A which indicates results 
of the present study. 
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-5 2 For sodium, with a free diffusion coefficient D = 1.3 χ 10 cm /sec, 
-4 
assuming a wall thickness of 10 cm, such diffusional now rates are un-
2 
derstandable with an effective exchange area of about 1 cm . In the publica­
tion of Landis and Pappenheimer (1963) based upon the work of Pappenheimer 
et al . (1951) and Renkin and Pappenheimer (1957) with muscle preparations 
2 
of the cat an approximative value of 5 cm was given. This discrepancy in 
contrast to the reasonable correspondence between the PA and PS-values 
might be declared from differences in the properties of the vascular sys­
tems of both types of animals from which the data were obtained. This 
possibility is supported by the much higher PS-values (30-40 ml/min. 100 g) 
calculated by Dresel et al . (1966) from rubidium extraction in the cat ' s 
muscle. 
In some of the muscle experiments in which sodium was the E-indica­
tor the only reasonable procedure to avoid the influence of tissue wash-out, 
was to take the C^/C.-ratio of the initial part of the curve as representa­
tive for the whole system (section 3.3.3 and 5.2.2). Rightly, such an ap­
proach and comparable procedures (Crone, 1963; Martin and Yudilevich, 
1964) met some crit icism (Levitt, 1970) with respect to the uniformity of 
the system which has to be assumed. The shape of the ratio curve in most 
of the potassium runs supports such objections. 
Generally, the initial extraction in skin experiments was low. This 
Σ CE(n)" 
may be illustrated with fig. 23 showing values 
Σ Cj (n) (m is the 
n=l, m 
sample number of the C.-maximum) calculated for all runs of the experi­
ment SI and plotted against t - . This plot may be compared with the q„ vs. 
t _ plot of fig. 15a in section 5 .2 .1 .1 realizing that q 4 
Z C E ( n ) 
Σ Cj (n) , N 
n=l,N 
being the total number of samples. Evidently the ordinate values in fig. 23 
a re higher; the corresponding PS-values would be 2-3 times smaller . Note­
worthy, however, is the fact that when the curve fitting procedure used for 
q 4 vs . t - plots, is applied to fig. 23 the resulting d parameter has rough­
ly the same value as the d found from fig. 15a. This may be seen as an 
argument for the idea that the initial low extraction is not caused by capil­
lar ies with a relatively low permeability but by a relatively high contribu­
tion of non-exchanging vessels with comparatively short transit t imes. 
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Fig. 23 Ratio of the area under the Cg-curve to the area under the Cj-curve for the part of the 
curves between appearance and C, -maximum plotted against the mean capillary transit 
time t for all the runs of the skin area experiment SI. (Compare with fig. 15a.) 
Finally, some attention will be given to another type of heterogeneity 
of the system resulting from a more realist ic collection of capillaries with 
distributed d-values. What may be expected from the q4 vs . t _ plot of such 
a system ? 
Assuming that the frequency distribution f^d) of the capillaries over 
the d-values is independent of the mean transit time t - such a capillary bed 
may be considered as a collection of capillary systems in parallel , each s y s -
tem containing capillaries with different t - - v a l u e s but an equal d-value. The 
q4 values for the whole system are found simply by a weighted summation. 
With a rather arbi trar i ly chosen Poisson distribution for fr given in 
-1 8n -8 
the left half of fig. 24 (generated with d = 0.005n s and f„(n) = —r e ; 
therefore d = 0.040 s" and σ= 0.014 s - ) the resulting q
s
 vs. t „ plot is 
illustrated at the right site of the figure. Obviously when in an actual ex­
periment a curvature of this plot is found, this cannot be explained solely 
by a system of true capil laries with distributed permeability character i s t ics . 
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Fig. 24 Arbitrary chosen distribution of fractions of the total number of capillaries fj-id) with 
different values of the d-parameter (left half of the figure) and the resulting relation 
between apparent shunt flow fraction qè and the mean capillary transit time t c for the 
whole system (right half of the figure). 
6.2 FLOW AND VOLUME DISTRIBUTION. 
The fundamental resul ts obtained in the present study are the values 
for the distribution of the blood flow and the blood volume over the capil-
la r ies and the av-shunts. It should be emphasized that, as it is evident 
from the applied data analysis, an apparent shunt contribution from incom-
plete exchanging capillaries is excluded in the tabled av-shunt fractions. 
This means that generally the measured recovery of Ε-indicator was higher 
than expected from the av-shunts alone. Actually, the capillary contribution 
to the E-indicator signal, a contribution which depends on both f_ and q-, 
in some cases even has been higher than the av-shunt contribution. 
The influence of the inaccuracy of the experimental d-values (20 - 30%) 
may be illustrated for a system characterized by the general mean parame­
t e r values. In the skin area, putting f
n
 = 0.1 a variation of + 0.02 s -1 
-1 Q the mean d-value 0.07 s gives r ise to a variation (absolute) in the av-
shunt flow fraction q« (= 76%) from -3 to +1%. In the standard muscle area 
• -1 -1 
a variation of + 0.01 s in d = 0.04 s results in changes from -5% to 
+4% in q
s
 (= 31%). 
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The possibilities for a comparison of the present findings with l i tera­
ture data are rather limited. Some quantitative information has been ob­
tained in work using anatomical cr i ter ia . In more related experiments, with 
diffusible indicators sometimes a qualitative correspondence can be found in­
directly. 
From microspheres injection techniques, already mentioned in chap­
ter 2, it might be concluded that comparatively wide av-communications 
exist in the skin area and can hardly be found in the muscle area. Recov­
ery values up to about 50% for the whole hindleg compared with a few per­
cent in the skinned preparation show some similarity with the size of the 
av-shunt compartments in skin and muscle area found in this study (com­
pare table 2 with table 6). 
Relevant information obtained with t racer methods has been reported 
by Chinard et al . (1955) working with the entire autoperfused dog's hindlimb. 
Except for a few low values, the extraction for D 2 0 corrected for back dif­
fusion is about 70%. From measurements in the isolated, constant perfused 
dog's hindlimb carr ied out by Gabel et al. (1964) and Winbury et al . (1965) 
the authors draw the conclusion, based upon Rb-extraction, that 25 to 50% 
of the blood flow is distributed over 'non-nutritional' channels. These not 
further specified s tructures are responsible for the total Rb recovery. A 
possible capillary contribution has not been taken into account. Nevertheless 
the mentioned D 9 0 and Rb data are at least indicative for a participation 
of non-exchanging vessels in the hindleg circulation of the dog. Even more 
suggestive at this point are the rather high recovery percentages for Rb 
(60-80%) found by Baker (1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1970) in the isolated fore-
limb of the dog. 
More selective are the measurements concerning potassium and rubid­
ium exchange in the isolated perfused gracilis muscle of the dog carr ied out 
by Renkin. In some publications information can be found about PS values 
at different blood now ra tes . *) From such data (Renkin, 1959a and 1959b) 
an increase of PS with increasing flow rate can be deduced; Yudilevich et 
al . (1968) working with the same vascular preparation, report explicitely 
the PS increase with Q. In other work no o r no clear variation of PS can 
*) It is a curious fact that neither in Renkin's publications nor in otheis the use of the equation 
г PS -, 
E ^ 1 - exp (_- —- J has lead to a representation of experimental data by means of the obvious and 
" 1 
simple relation between log ( 1 - Е ) and — . 
Θ9 
be found (Renkin, 1966 and 1968). When PS changes occur they are usually 
Interpreted entirely in te rms of changes in the capillary volume; the possi­
bility to support this opinion with information concerning the mean transit 
time has not been used. However, an alternative explanation may be given. 
In the studies mentioned before the possibility of an av-shunt contribution 
has not been taken into account. The actual influence of such a contribution 
will be found in a relatively high recovery of diffusible indicator with low 
flow rates which will be interpreted as a decrease of PS with decreasing 
flow and reversely. 
A more evident indication for a possible av-shunt contribution to the 
circulation in a muscle area is found in the work of Friedman (1968). With 
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step-function injection of Rb in the isolated gracilis preparation an extrac­
tion is found at various perfusion ra tes . When the resul ts , given in a 
ra ther obscure log E vs. F (blood flow rate) representation are used in a 
log (1 - E) vs. -= plot (information about the mean transit time is not avail­
able) the picture of fig. 25 is obtained. The similarity of this figure with 
the q_ vs. t„ plots is obvious. To what extent this apparent mean flow 
fraction of 35% through the av-shunts is enhanced by a not negligible extra-
vascular t r a c e r concentration is unknown. A similar indication for a shunt 
contribution can be derived from the log E vs. log F plot in another publi­
cation of Friedman (1969). - The authors conclusion from these data that 
1
 Rb is essentially completely extracted from the nutritional circuit ' 
is not understandable -. 
(1-Е) 
1 0 -к DATA 
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Fig. 25 Sermlogarithmic plot of recovery values (1-Е) vs, inverse flow values (r·) deduced from 
a publication of Friedman, showing an evident similarity with the q^ vs. tp plots obtained 
in the present experiments. 
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Generally, some resistance against accepting an av-shunt contribution 
in the skeletal muscle can be found in the l i terature. This resistance is 
based upon the lack of any anatomical evidence for the existence of true 
av-anastomoses in this a rea . Even about the presence in the muscles of 
preferential or thoroughfare channels - a special type, a r te r io lar like, d i -
rect av-communication, fairly common in various vascular beds (Chambers 
and Zweifach, 1947) - there is much debate and uncertainty (Illig, 1961; 
Wiedemann, 1963; Barcroft, 1963; Abramson, 1967; Hammersen, 1970). On 
that grounds the qualitative interpretation of the resul ts of t racer diffusion 
experiments by means of restr icted capillary exchange is seen more pref-
erable as an explanation based upon participation of av-shunt vessels 
(Golenhofen, 1968). Any positive argument, however, proving the non ex is -
tence of av-shunt vessels has not been given. 
In the present study the influence of a finite capillary permeability on 
the resul ts could be demonstrated and a reasonable parameter value could 
be found experimentally. Quantification of an incomplete exchange, however, 
could not account generally for the whole E-indicator output signal. This 
may be seen as a positive argument for the existence of vascular commu-
nications with a negligible E-indicator exchange. When in a tissue area like 
the skeletal muscle the anatomical evidence for microvascular structures 
other than capillaries is small, there still remain two different possible ex-
planations. In the first place one may think about a class of capillaries with 
a permeability negligible as compared with the 'normal ' capillaries (roughly 
at least ten times less permeable). Neither permeability nor impermeability 
in this sense has been proved or disproved by anatomical techniques as 
yet. The second possibility may be offered by capillaries in which exchange 
takes place with an exceptionally small extravascular compartment. In that 
case there is an almost immediate tissue wash-out. Virtually the small t i s -
sue space around the capillary acts as capillary volume. In both cases the 
nervous control of such vessels might be identical to that of the other cap-
i l lar ies . 
The various reference data and the general mean values for the d i s -
tribution parameters (chapter 5, 2 .1 .2 and 2.2.2) hardly need further com-
ment. To avoid any overestimation of the av-shunt contribution rather low 
d-values have been assumed in those measurements in which no experimen-
tal information at this point was available. Possibly for that reason the av-
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shunt fraction in the muscle experiment Ml was comparatively low. The 
av-shunt contribution in experiment M9 was markedly high and the question 
may ar ise whether in such a case a particular anatomical anomaly may 
have been responsible. In the present experimental situation, however, the 
moment at which the quantitative information becomes available is too late 
for any further detailed investigation at this point. 
6.3 INDUCED SYSTEM CHANGES. 
For good understanding of the significance of the experimental resul ts 
and for growing insight in the consequences of the applied analysis the in-
duction of some system changes has been indispensable. In this connection 
it was very instructive to find various, partly opposite flow and volume r e -
actions which could be evoked repeatedly and with a satisfying reproducibility 
(sections 5 .2 .1 .3 and 5 .2 .2 .3) . 
Furthermore system variations were an essential condition for the 
quantification of the relation between mean transit time and capillary ex-
change. As hardly any a priori information was available about the influence 
of various measures upon flow and volume distribution it was important 
looking at several vascular reactions of different type. Consequently the 
various experimental resul ts served a general orientation more than special-
ized knowledge. Detailed information about each of the various procedures 
and especially about the effects of several vasoactive drugs asks for further, 
more directed investigations. In that sense some general comments to the 
experimental resul ts will be given. 
Changing the ventilation rate usually from a state of hyperventilation 
(sometimes from 'normal') to a mild hypoventilation has been used more as 
a simple than as a select means to induce system changes. Reactions of the 
system may be evoked by both lowered oxygen saturation and increased CO„ 
concentration and may be of central and of local origin. No quantitative in-
formation is available about the stimulus intensity. A quite normal asphyxiai 
reaction has been found: a vasodilatation in the skin and some reduced blood 
flow and volume in the muscle area (Greenfield, 1963; Barcroft, 1963). The 
variability of the skin reaction was very large. In both a reas no significant 
changes in the flow and volume distribution between capillaries and av-shunts 
were found. 
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The selective response of av-anastomoses to local cooling has been 
reported by several authors. Information at this point, gathered by Clara 
(1956) has been based upon direct observation and goes back to 1930 when 
Grant observed a selective dilatation of such vessels in the rabbit 's e a r in 
response to a local cooling below 15 0C. This so-called 'cold induced 
vasodilatation' is seen a s a mechanism to protect the tissue for damage by 
cold. Further information is shortly reviewed by Golenhofen (1968) who in 
addition points at several controversial results leading to some reservation 
with respect to the selectivity of this vascular reaction. A s imilar reserva­
tion is expressed by Wiedemann (1963). 
Positive arguments for a selective reaction, based upon clearance ex­
periments, are given by Edwards (1967) working with the rabbit 's foot and 
recently by F o r r e s t e r et al. (1969) from experiments with the dog's paw. 
In both studies the Plethysmographie data showed an evident increase in 
blood flow rate with lowered skin temperature. However, the clearance 
rates of the radioactive t r a c e r s in the skin ( Na and Кг respectively) 
remained low. 
The results of this study pointed clearly to a preferential reaction not 
to an exclusive reaction of the av-shunts upon local cooling; also capillaries 
participated in the reaction. This was evident from the partition of the blood 
flow increase and from the redistribution of the blood volume (table 4a, b 
and c; fig. 16). 
The reduced blood flow and volume of the skin area in response to 
noradrenaline infusion is in accordance with what generally has been reported 
(Greenfield, 1963; Abramson, 1967). Similar reactions are observed from 
true av-anastomoses (Clara, 1956). In our experience both capillaries and 
av-shunts appeared to be equally involved. At this point other information 
could not be found in the l i terature. 
From the infusion of OÍ -adrenolytic agents like piperoxan (P) and 
phentolamine (R) one may expect a blocking of the regional α-receptors 
which in the peripheral circulation are the mediators of the sympathetic 
vasoconstrictor activity. An increase in the blood flow is the generally ob­
tained result. Arteriovenous anastomoses too are involved in the sympathet­
ic flow regulation as appeared mainly from direct observation (Clara, 1956; 
Abramson, 1967). There is little information about any redistribution of the 
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blood. In some studies a more pronounced reaction of the av-anastomoses 
as compared with the capillaries is reported for instance in reaction upon 
denervation. 
A striking result obtained in the present study was the pronounced differ-
ence in the response of the vascular system evoked with both a -adrenolytic 
drugs. Although the total blood flow increase induced with both agents was 
of the same order of magnitude the participation of capillaries and av-shunts 
in the skin reaction was totally different; also the effects in the skin and 
the muscle area were not alike. A clarification of the underlying mechanism 
needs further studies. 
The flow increase obtained with isoprenaline is a result of a 0-recep-
tor stimulation. A clear predomination of capillaries or av-shunts in this 
reaction has not been found. 
Experimental evidence from direct observations has been reported for 
the participation of true av-anastomoses in the general cholinergic vasodila-
tory response of the skin; there is no consistency about any preference of 
capillaries or ava 's in this reaction (Clara, 1956; Illig, 1961). The findings 
of the present study did not support a redistribution in this a rea . 
Especially with respect to the blood-tissue exchange data obtained during 
cholinergic vasodilatation (evoked by nerve stimulation or by acetylcholine in-
fusion) in the skeletal muscle, there has been much debate about the ex is -
tence of non-exchanging pathways in this area (Hyman et al . 1959; Folkow, 
1961; Renkin and Roseli, 1962; Bolme and Edwall, 1970). Usually a l terna-
tive explanations could be given (Golenhofen, 1968). 
In our experience with the muscle a rea the most evident redistr ibu-
tion in favour of the av-shunts was induced by the acetylcholine infusion 
(table 7a, b and c; fig. 21). The mechanism of that system response is not 
c lear . 
In the vascular reaction on histamine infusion no specificity has been 
found. Literature data at this point a re not available. The calculations were 
carr ied out without taking into account a possibly increased capillary pe r -
meability caused by histamine. Therefore the participation of the av-shunts 
in this reaction might be underestimated. 
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6.4 EXTRA VASCULAR COMPARTMENT. 
The interpretation of the relation between the E- and I-indicator dilu­
tion curves, an interpretation based upon the proposed vascular model, has 
been supported by the possibility to calculate a satisfying approximation of 
the estimated sodium wash-out using the capillary I-indicator curve (section 
3.3.4, form. (18); sections 5 .2 .1 .4, fig. 17 and 5.2.2.4, fig. 22). For this 
calculation both incomplete exchange and tissue t r a c e r wash-out have been 
taken into account. These phenomena have been characterized by means 
of the parameter f_ = exp [- d t _ ] , being the fraction of Ε-indicator recov-
ered from the capil laries, and the parameter f
v
 =—— ; being the volume 
V T 
ratio of the I- and the E-indicator space. Whether such a reconstruction 
procedure could be applied was dependent on the presence of a recognizable 
influence of back diffusion on the C„/C T -curve. The quality of the approxi-
mation was related with the reliability of the tissue wash-out correction. In 
a number of experiments it has been possible to calculate a mean value for 
the size of the extravascular sodium space V-, with the use of iL·. The 
a priori expectations about the validity of such values were small in view 
of the large scatter of the points in the tail of the ratio curve from which 
the information had to be obtained. Therefore it was rather satisfactory to 
obtain reasonable results with this procedure. 
With respect to the differences between the various V T values one 
might expect that a l inear relation exists between the size of the extravas­
cular sodium space and the volume of the capillary compartment. Therefore 
the various V T -values - reference values for the extravascular sodium vol­
ume of the various experiments listed in table 5, section 5.2.1.4 and ta­
ble 8 section 5.2.2.4 - have been plotted against V__, being the mean ref-
erence value of the capillary blood volume in that experiment. The results 
for skin and muscle experiments are given in the figures 26a and b respec­
tively. The reciprocal value of the slope of the regression line, being the 
capillary volume per unit of sodium volume is a measure for the capillary 
density. It is clear from the comparison of both figures that this density is 
much lower in the skin than in the muscle a rea . This is in agreement with 
the direct observation (Abramson, 1967). The intercept with the abscissa 
might be interpreted as an approximative value for the minimal blood vol­
ume in large transport vessels in ser ies with the capillary system. 
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Fig. 26a Mean values for the tissue volume available for sodium exchange V-j- plotted against mean 
values for the capillary blood volume VCB obtained in a number of skin area experiments. 
VT ml 
4-R ml 
Fig. 26b The same relation as represented in fig. 26a resulting from a number of muscle experiments. 
Both plots have been used for an estimation of the size of the sodium 
space with which the set of general mean values for the flow and volume 
parameters found in this study (bottom lines table 2 and table 6) could be 
completed. For the skin area with a total blood volume т, = 5.5 ml and a 
capillary fraction Vp = 0.40 one finds V T = 20 ml; for the muscle area 
(VB = 3.6 ml, v c = 0.74) V T = 7 ml. 
So, in the muscle area the sodium volume is about twice the total 
blood volume. Values for the intravascular volume in skeletal muscle are 
hard to find in the l i terature. Assuming a value of 4% of the muscle vol-
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urne, as used by Pappenheimer et al. (1951), the sodium volume is about 
8%. For comparison a value of 15% may be mentioned being the size of the 
interstitial fluid volume in the dog's muscle as reported by Manery (1954). 
The sodium space found in the skin area was roughly four t imes the blood 
volume. No comparable data have been found in the l i terature. With the 
measurements of the iodine and sodium activity in the dissected foot a s -
suming for sodium an equilibrium tissue concentration equal to the blood 
concentration a not well understandable high value for the sodium volume 
have been found which was at least ten times the blood volume. 
In principle the relation between V T and V ™ can be checked in each 
of the individual measurements . Usually, however, for only a minor f rac-
tion of the runs a reliable V T estimate could be given and sometimes the 
range of matching V - - values was small as well. Nevertheless in some of 
the experiments similar plots were obtained. An exceptionally large number 
of points was obtained from the skin experiment S10; the resulting V T v s . 
V-,— plot is presented in fig. 27. (There is serious doubt whether for the 
subtraction of the volume of the cannula between animal and counting cham-
ber the correct value has been used. Therefore a systematic e r r o r of rough-
ly 0.5 ml might be introduced in the V p R values.) 
Fig. 27 Values for the tissue volume available for sodium exchange V plotted against the capillary 
blood volume V as obtained from a relatively large fraction of the runs of the experiment CB S10. 
From such experimental findings it might be concluded that the true 
capillary volume V r has been at least partly involved in the changes of 
V-,— in other words that these changes were not restricted to the transport Cü 
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veseels in ser ies with the true capil laries. In principle the relation between 
V T and ν _ _ can be studied for each of the drug actions and probably further 
insight in the mechanism can be obtained. So the data of experiment S10 in­
dicate that, for instance, the volume increase induced by piperoxan infusion 
was not exclusively a reaction of the transport vessels . On the other hand 
sometimes an important V™ variation in the skin area has been found with­
out a significant change of V T . Therefore, this effect was probably of venous 
origin. 
6.5 PERSPECTIVES. 
Finally a short comment may be given with respect to some of the 
possibilities of further development as seen from the present experimental 
experience. 
With respect to the animal experiments attention may be given to some 
technical improvements, for instance - as mentioned before - concerning 
the on-line computation of at least a number of the parameters involved. 
Furthermore it may be noted that in principle also other tissue a r e a s may 
be subjected to the same type of investigation; in such cases the validity of 
the proposed vascular model has to be judged. Limitations with respect to 
the applicability are put forward by the size of the vascular compartment 
in relation to the injected and recovered t r a c e r amount and the dimension 
of the counting chamber. In the autoperfused preparation the blood flow rate 
is another limiting factor. In this connection the muscle area in the present 
study was at the lower limit. The validity of the vascular model applied in 
this study can be tested and therefore the parameter evaluation can be im­
proved by injecting simultaneously three or more Indicators with e.g. equal 
V T -values o r with more evident differences in their permeability character­
ist ics . The vascular reactions-upon a wide variety of physiological and phar­
macological stimuli can also be studied. 
Various Important-questions as , for instance, concerned with the na­
ture of exercise and reactive hyperaemia in muscle would be within the 
scope of such studies. As it has been pointed out both volume and flow r e ­
actions upon vasoactive agents may be studied. The information about the 
distribution of the t r a c e r s over the vascular compartment yields the possi­
bility for the calculation of local concentration values of continuously infused 
drugs. 
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The application of double o r multiple indicator dilution techniques in 
human physiology and for clinical studies seems to be rather limited. Im-
portant possibilities can be found in the work of Trap-Jensen and Lassen 
(1970). They studied the capillary permeability in the exercising skeletal 
muscle of the forearm of normal man and in patients with long term diabetes 
mellitus by means of a bolus injection of a t racer mixture into the brachial 
a r tery followed by venous sampling. Conclusions were based upon calcula-
tion of, what they call the capillary diffusion capacity (CDC; this is essen-
tially the same parameter as PS). The information offered by the mean 
transit time of the t r ace r s has not been used. 
In our opinion more effort should be given to a careful combination of 
various techniques for clinical studies of the peripheral circulation. So, for 
instance the simultaneous application of t racer techniques and plethysmography 
may be fruitful. 
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S U M M A R Y 
For the nutritive function of the blood circulation both the blood flow 
rate and the transcapillary exchange rate of solutes are fundamental factors. 
Important as well may be the role played by the arteriovenous anastomoses 
(ava's). The ava 's are normally existing, non-capillary vascular communi-
cations between the ar te r ia l and venous system. The common charac ter i s -
tic of these s tructures is the relatively thick vessel wall which in all prob-
ability is almost impermeable. Therefore the blood flowing through ava 's 
does not contribute to the nutrition of the t issue. Numerous anatomical de-
tails of ava 's have been reported; little is known about their functional sig-
nificance . 
The purpose of the present study was to obtain quantitative informa-
tion about the participation of ava 's in the peripheral circulation. For such 
a functional study a functional characterist ic of the ava ' s was needed. There -
fore they were defined as non-exchanging arteriovenous communications and 
another name: arteriovenous shunts (av-shunts) has been chosen to empha-
size the different approach (chapter 1 and 2). 
In vivo experiments have been carr ied out to study the passage through 
24 42 
a vascular bed of an exchangeable indicator (E-indicator: Na or K) in 
comparison with a non-exchanging, intravascular indicator (I-indicator: 
131 
I-albumin). A small amount of both indicators was injected in t ra -a r t e r i -
ally, simultaneously and instantaneously. In the venous outflow, passing con-
tinuously a scintillation detector, the indicator concentrations Cy and C. 
were measured as a function of time. The flow rate was also measured 
(chapter 4). 
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For the analysis of the results a model of the vascular system has 
been applied consisting of the av-shunt system and the capillary system in 
parallel. In the capil laries the intravascular compartment was assumed to 
be separated from the extravascular compartment - both well s t i rred - by 
the vessel wall characterized by the permeability Ρ and total surface area A. 
The total blood volume within the system was found by multiplying the 
flow rate with the mean transit time of the I-indicator. To declare the r e ­
covery of E-indicator the contribution of av-shunts, incomplete exchange in 
the capillaries and wash-out of tissue t racer have been taken into account. 
Tissue wash-out occurred only when sodium was used; a procedure to cor­
rect C^ for this contribution has been given. For further distinction be-
tween the shunt and the capillary contribution to €„ the fact that the l imi-
tation of the exchange depends on the mean capillary transit time t r has 
been used. On the basis of the vascular model a relation has been found 
between the E-lndicator recovery and t - . With this relation the experi -
mental data could readily be described. As a result an experimental value 
could be found for a parameter characterist ic of the capillary exchangeability. 
With that value the fractional exchange of E-indicator for each t racer injec-
tion of an experiment was obtained. When in this way the contribution to C ,^ 
from av-shunts and capillaries was separated, the distribution of blood flow 
and volume over both systems could easily be found. A value for the size 
of the extravascular sodium space resulted from a calculated approximation 
of the wash-out contribution to C F based upon the capillary contribution to 
Cj (chapter 3). 
Two different vascular a reas in the hindleg of the anaesthetized dog 
have been studied, a skin area in the paw and a muscle area in the thigh. 
An extracorporal flow loop inserted in the draining vein enabled the contin-
uous measurement of the t r ace r concentrations and the outflow rate . Sys-
tem changes have been induced by the int ra-ar ter ia l infusion of vasoactive 
drugs, by local cooling or by changing the ventilation ra te . The data were 
stored on paper tape and calculations were performed with the aid of an 
electronic computer (chapter 4). 
In the skin area a considerable participation of av-shunts has been 
found. By averaging parameter values representative for the unaffected sys -
tem of the various experiments a shunt flow fraction of about 75% was found: 
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the blood volume involved in the av-shunts was 60%. Rather divergent val-
ues have been obtained for the capillary exchange which was usually incom-
plete. Differences have been found in the participation of capillaries and 
av-shunts in the induced system changes. The extravascular sodium space 
was roughly four times the blood volume. 
In the muscle area the av-shunt contribution was much smaller; a 
shunt flow fraction of about 30%, a volume fraction of 25% was found. As 
in the skin a rea the capillary exchange was incomplete. Except for the r e -
action upon acetylcholine infusion no obvious differences in the response of 
capillaries and av-shunts have been found. The sodium compartment was 
about twice the blood volume (chapter 5 and 6). 
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S A M E N V A T T I N G 
Voor de voedende functie van de bloedcirculatie zijn zowel de s t room-
sterkte van het bloed als de uitwisselingssnelheid van opgeloste stoffen in 
het capillairsysteem wezenlijke grootheden. Bovendien kunnen arterioveneuze 
anastomosen (ava's) een rol spelen. Ava's zijn normaal voorkomende, niet-
capillaire vaatverbindingen tussen het ar ter iële en het veneuze systeem. Een 
gemeenschappelijk kenmerk van deze structuren is de betrekkelijk dikke vaat-
wand die naar alle waarschijnlijkheid vrijwel impermeabel i s . Daarom zal 
het bloed dat door ava 's stroomt niet tot de voeding van het weefsel bijdra-
gen. Talrijke anatomische details van ava 's zijn gepubliceerd; weinig is e r 
bekend van hun functionele betekenis. 
Ons onderzoek had tot doel kwantitatieve gegevens te verkrijgen over 
het aandeel van ava 's in de perifere circulatie. Voor een dergelijk functio-
neel onderzoek was een functionele karakterisering van de ava 's nodig. 
Daarom werden ze gedefinieerd als niet-uitwisselende arterioveneuze verbin-
dingen waarbij , om het verschil in benaderingswijze te benadrukken, een an-
dere benaming: arterioveneuze shunts (av-shunts) werd gekozen (hoofdstuk 1 
en 2). 
E r zijn IH vivo experimenten gedaan om de passage van een uitwissel-
24 42 
bare indicator (E-indicator: Na of K) door een vaatbed na te gaan in ve r -
gelijking met een niet uitwisselbare, intravasculaire indicator (I-indicator: 
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I-albumine). Een kleine hoeveelheid van beide indicatoren werd gelijktij-
dig en momentaan intra-ar ter iaal geïnjecteerd. In de veneuze afvoer, die 
continu langs een scintillatieteller werd geleid, werden de indicatorconcen-
trat ies CL· en C. als functie van de tijd gemeten. Ook werd de s t roomsterk-
te bepaald (hoofdstuk 4). 
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Voor de analyse van de resultaten werd een model van het vaatsys-
teem gehanteerd bestaande uit een systeem van av-shunts parallel aan een 
capillairsysteem. In de capillairen werd het intravasculaire compartiment 
verondersteld gescheiden te zijn van het extravasculaire compartiment - bei­
de goed geroerd - door een vaatwand met een karakteristieke permeabiliteit 
Ρ en een totaal wandoppervlak A. 
Het totale bloedvolume in het systeem werd gevonden door de stroom-
sterkte te vermenigvuldigen met de gemiddelde looptijd van de I-indicator. 
Om de uitstromende hoeveelheid E-indicator te verklaren, werd rekening ge­
houden met de bijdrage van de av-shunts, met onvolledige uitwisseling in de 
capillairen en met uitwas van indicator uit het weefsel. Indicatoruitwas trad 
alleen op wanneer natrium werd gebruikt; een manier om C^ voor deze bij­
drage te corrigeren is aangegeven. Voor een nadere onderscheiding van 
shunt en capillaire bijdrage tot CL· werd gebruik gemaakt van het feit dat de 
beperking van de uitwisseling afhangt van de gemiddelde looptijd t - door het 
capillair systeem. Uitgaande van het vaatmodel werd een verband afgeleid 
tussen de uitstromende hoeveelheid E-indicator en f p . De experimentele r e ­
sultaten bleken redelijk door deze relatie beschreven te kunnen worden. Daar­
uit kon experimenteel een waarde bepaald worden voor een parameter die 
karakteristiek is voor het uitwisselend vermogen van het capillair systeem. 
Daarmee was het mogelijk voor elk van de t racer injecties van een experi­
ment de fractie uitgewisselde E-indicator te bepalen. Wanneer aldus de bij­
dragen tot CL, uit av-shunts en capillairen onderscheiden waren, kon de ver­
deling van de bloedstroom en het volume over beide systemen gemakkelijk 
bepaald worden. Een waarde voor de grootte van de extravasculaire natr ium-
ruimte werd verkregen uit een benaderende berekening van de uitwasbijdra­
ge tot C_ uitgaande van de capillaire bijdrage tot C. (hoofdstuk 3). 
E r werden twee verschillende vaatgebieden in de achterpoot van de ge­
narcotiseerde hond onderzocht, n . l . een huidgebied in de voet en een spier-
gebied in de dij. Door het aanbrengen van een extra co rporaal canulesysteem 
in de afvoerende vene konden de tracerconcentrat ies en de stroomsterkte con­
tinu gemeten worden. Veranderingen in het vaatsysteem werden geïnduceerd 
door intra-ar ter iële infusie van vasoactieve stoffen, door locale afkoeling of 
door het veranderen van de beademingssnelheid. De gegevens werden op 
ponsband vastgelegd en de berekeningen werden met behulp van een e lect ro-
nische rekenmachine uitgevoerd (hoofdstuk 4). 
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In het huidgebied werd een aanzienlijke shuntbijdrage gevonden. Door 
representatieve waarden voor het ongestoorde systeem te middelen, werd 
voor de shuntfractie van de doorstroming 75% gevonden; de fractie van het 
bloedvolume in het shuntsysteem bedroeg 60%. Sterk uiteenlopende waarden 
werden gevonden voor de capillaire uitwisseling die gewoonlijk onvolledig 
was. E r werden verschillen gevonden in de mate waarin av-shunts en capil-
lairen deelnamen aan de geïnduceerde systeemveranderingen. De extravascu-
laire natriumruimte bleek ruwweg vier maal zo groot te zijn als het bloed-
volume. 
In het spiergebied was het shuntaandeel veel kleiner; e r werd een 
shuntaandeel in de doorstroming van ongeveer 30% en een aandeel in het vo-
lume van 25% gevonden. Evenals in het huidgebied was de capillaire uitwis-
seling onvolledig. Met uitzondering van de reactie op acetylcholine-infusie 
werden geen duidelijk verschillende reacties van capillairen en av-shunts 
waargenomen. De natriumruimte was ongeveer tweemaal zo groot als het 
bloedvolume (hoofdstuk 5 en 6). 
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S T E L L I N G E N 
I 
Bij het toepassen van veneuze occlusie plethysmografie voor het meten van de 
perifere doorbloeding moet men bij de keuze van de veneuze occlusiedruk 
rekening houden methetfei t , dat bij grote stroomsterkten, bijvoorbeeld tijdens 
reactieve hyperaemie, een belangrijke daling van de perifere arteriole druk 
kan optreden. 
Schalm, T. van; Intern rapport afd. medische fysica (1971) 
II 
Het is algemeen gebruikelijk bij de registratie van een tijdsafhankelijk signaal 
de toeneming van de tijd van links naar rechts, die van het signaal van onder 
naar boven weer te geven. Het is daarom ongeriefelijk, dat bij veel recorders 
met verticaal papiertransport het papier van boven naar onder beweegt, terwijl 
de toeneming van het signaal een uitslag naar rechts veroorzaakt. 
ΠΙ 
Een verdunningskromme van een radioactieve indicator kan men met een 
constante л/Ñ-fluctuatie weergeven door telkens na het detecteren van een 
vast aantal desintegraties de daarvoor benodigde tijdsduur reciprook weer te 
geven. Bezwaarlijk i s echter, dat de geïntroduceerde tijdsvertraging amplitude 
afhankelijk is en dat opeenvolgende meetwaarden niet eenvoudig gemiddeld 
kunnen worden. 
IV 
Voor een vollediger inzicht in de uitwisselingsprocessen tussen bloed en 
weefsel zijn kwantitatieve anatomische gegevens nodig, die op vaatsystemen 
als geheel betrekking hebben zoals bijvoorbeeld verdelingen van lengten, dia-
meters en onderlinge afstanden van vaten. 
V 
Nog steeds wordt het therapeutisch gebruik van vasodilatantia bij veneuze 
circulatiestoornissen zoals het ulcus cruris gepropageerd, hetgeen wijst op 
een ernst ig onbegrip betreffende de fysiologie van het veneuze systeem. 
Repertorium Verp. Geneesm. p . 96-99 (1971) 
Leu, H.J . ; Zentrbl. f. Phlebologie, 10, 60-63(1971) 
VI 
Een optimale behandeling van het veneuze insufficiëntie syndroom vraagt van 
behandelende ar tsen een consequent doorgevoerd gemeenschappelijk beleid, deels 
van actief-chirurgische, deels van conservatief-phlebologische aard. 
Kuiper, ƒ. P. : Perifere veneuze drukmeting, Dissertatie, Nijmegen (1966) 
Ergebnisse der Angiologie, 3, 153-194(1970) 
VII 
Wat bij uitzendingen van tweede kamerdebatten door een communicatiemedium 
als televisie vooral naar voren komt zijn de communicatiestoornissen. 
Ш 
P r i m a i r e muzikale vorming hoort thuis in het basisonderwijs en niet op de 
muziekschool in een speciale cursus A.M.V. 
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